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Solar Max in for repairs 
Astronauts grab satellite 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - 
Shouting "we got it," Challenger's 
astronauts plucked the costly Solar 
Max satellite from space yesterday 
and set it in the shuttle's cargo bay for 
an overhaul in orbit. 
Dramatic as it was, the job will not 
be completed until two astronauts 
venture into the open cargo bay today 
to repair the satellite, which was sent 
into orbit in I960 to study the sun. 
Challenger was 300 miles above the 
Indian Ocean when mission specialist 
Terry Hart extended the shuttle's 
cargo crane and caught a pin on the 
side of the slowly spinning satellite. 
He snagged it on the first try, sav- 
ing a mission that looked like a failure 
only two days earlier when astronaut 
George Nelson flew himself over to it 
but was unable to dock with it. 
Hart gingerly locked the satellite 
into a special cradle. 
President Reagan expressed his 
delight. "Bob, I understand that the 
satellite you have on board would cost 
us about $200 million to build at to- 
day's prices," he told commander 
Robert Crippen. "If you can't fix it up 
there, would you mind bringing ft 
back?" 
Nelson and fellow astronaut James 
Van Hoften, known to their colleagues 
as "Pinky" and "Ox," will climb into 
bulky space suits today and go into 
the cargo bay to accomplish in six 
hours what they had planned for 12, 
earlier in the mission. 
They will replace a control box that 
is 4 feet high and 4 feet wide, to 
restore the satellite's ability to point 
its scientific instruments at the sun 
with precision. Blown fuses more than 
three years ago destroyed that crucial 
capability. 
Then the astronauts will cut 
through insulation, remove 36 screws 
and swap out two electronic devices 
whose failure has shut down one of the 
seven experiments. If overnight 
checks show the satellite restored to 
health, it will be released into orbit 
tomorrow to resume its studies of the 
sun. 
The astronauts are to land near 
their launch pad at Kennedy Space 
Center on Friday, one day late. 
The capture, after a chase of 1.8 
million miles, came at a time when 
satellites are becoming more expen- 
sive. Solar Max, which cost $77 mil- 
lion when it was launched in 1960, 
would run more than $235 million 
today. 
"We're at the end of the era of the 
throwaway spacecraft," rescue man- 
ager Frank Cepollina said. "This is 
the first of a whole family of in-orbit 
repairable systems." 
Nelson had donned a jet backpack 
Sunday and flown himself over to 
Solar Max. But a device on the front of 
the backpack, which was supposed to 
clamp to the satellite so that Nelson 
could steady it for the cargo crane, 
did not work. 
With only hours to spare before 
Solar Max's batteries went dead, en- 
gineers at Goddard Space Flight Cen- 
ter managed to stabilize the satellite 
enough to receive power from the sun. 
Then they started it in a slow roll. In 
that way, the shuttle, which is short 
on maneuvering fuel, could wait for 
the pin to come around - rather than 
flying around to hit it. 
Senate resolution calls for end 
to Nicaraguan port mining aid 
Bass fishing bg news sfaft/Suson Cross 
Matt Ryder, 8th grader at Bowling Green Junior High School, clears off his lure while his buddy, Scott Johnson, also' 
an 8«h grader at BGJHS, gets in on the fishing action at the University's Peregrine Pond. The boys, who wanted to "prove 
to the college students that there is fish in the pond," said they have caught bass at the pond In the past. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate 
approved 84-12 a non-binding resolu- 
tion yesterday that calls for an end to 
the use of CIA funds to assist in the 
mining of Nicaraguan ports. 
The Republican leadership agreed 
to support the measure in return for 
Sen. Edward Kennedy's agreement to 
defer a companion proposal demand- 
ing the administration reverse its 
decision to remove its Central Ameri- 
can policies from World Court Juris- 
diction for two years. Nicaragua has 
appealed the mining issue to the 
world Court 
Republican sources said Majority 
Leader Howard Baker Jr., R-Tenn., 
outlined the compromise at a closed- 
door meeting before the vote. 
"The White House sent word it 
would have no problem if this 
passed," one source close to the GOP 
leadership said. 
"I think they want to liquidate the 
political damage," Sen. Larry 
Pressler, R-S.D., said. "The thing is 
not working, so they want to gel it 
over with and go on to the next thing." 
Pressler voted for the compromise, 
although he said, "The administra- 
tion has left us who supported the 
administration package (or aid to El 
Salvador and Nicaraguan guerrillas) 
in a difficult position?' 
Sen. Russell Long, D-La., joined 11 
Republicans in voting against the 
resolution. 
As part of the agreement, Baker 
agreed to vote for the Kennedy resolu- 
tion on mining and Kennedy agreed to 
put off the matter of the World Court 
action until after a 10-day congressio- 
nal Easter recess that starts Friday. 
Although Ms resolution merely ex- 
presses the "sense of Congress," Ken- 
nedy toW reporters after the vote, "I 
am confident the mining is going to 
stop." 
"Dr. Staff" instructor listings frustrate students 
by Lany Harris 
stolt reporter 
Students registering for chemistry, 
math, economics and nursing courses 
next fall are in search of the missing 
links" to their class schedule - the 
names of the instructors. 
For various reasons, "Dr. Staff" 
became the popular instructor for 
these departments as listed in the 
1984-85 annual schedule of classes for 
the University. Some students believe 
this is because certain instructors are 
unpopular and students aren't willing 
to take courses from these instruc- 
tors. 
According to Peggy Hurst, profes- 
sor of chemistry, 'the reason simply 
is that we don't know who is teach- 
ing." 
Hurst said the department is wait- 
ing for Faculty Senate elections to 
take place since those instructors who 
get elected will have to adjust their 
schedules to the Senate's pre-deter- 
mined meeting times. There also is 
still some uncertainty about who will 
be teaching next year. 
"Historically, we have found that 
more people get mad if we put in- 
structors down and change them than 
if we don't put anything down at all," 
Hurst said. 
"OUR VIEW is that anybody we 
assign to teach a course is competent. 
If a student needs the course, it 
shouldn't be a serious matter who's 
teaching it," she added. 
However, some students disagree. 
"There is a certain instructor that I 
won't take for a required course in my 
major." Chris Pryor, junior applied 
microbiology major, said. "I have 
been waiting to see if he is or isn't 
going to teach it next year, but they 
haven't released it. Now, I just have 
to take the class and nope he isn't 
teaching it." 
Uncertainty about who will be tea- 
ching next year seems to be the gen- 
eral problem within the departments. 
"A lot of the courses are uncov- 
ered," Vijay Rohatgi, chairman of the 
math and statistics department, said. 
"We're not sure what courses will 
need to be dropped or added. It de- 
pends on demand. We are simply 
waiting for information on registra- 
tion figures and authorization to hire 
more Instructors." 
Rohatgi said names of instructors 
for math classes will be released as 
soon as the University provides nec- 
essary information for the depart- 
ment to make decisions. 
Jennifer Spielvogel, director of pro- 
gram advisement for the College of 
Health and Community Services, said 
the reason nursing instructors 
haven't been chosen is a result of the 
program's involvement with the Med- 
ical College of Ohio in Toledo. 
"The reason is that MOO is on a 
quarter schedule. Thev haven't put 
together   their   calendar   for   next 
year." 
Because MCO instructors are 
nurses, Spielvogel said that students 
probably won't know their instructors 
until class time in September, but 
added they are all highly qualified. 
9 All-American cities named 
NEW YORK (AP) - Nine cities, 
including Cleveland and Toledo, were 
named All-America Cities Monday for 
successfully dealing with local prob- 
lems and tor improving the lives of 
their citizens. 
Each of the winning cities was 
honored by the Citizens Forum on 
Self-Government-National Municipal 
League, a private research and edu- 
cational organization. 
The winners: 
•Ardmore, Okla., population 23.689, 
for its "Citizen Attitude Survey,'1 for 
efforts to expand water supplies and 
improve water quality, and for expan- 
sion of a college degree program. 
•Cleveland, population 573,822. for 
social services, community devel- 
opment activities and economic de- 
velopment. 
•Johnson City, Kan., population 270,- 
269, for a charter campaign that led to 
government reorganization, a cam- 
paign for expansion of Board of 
County Commissioners, and rcappor- 
tionment of commissioners' districts. 
•New York-New Jersey-Connecticut 
metropolitan area, population 19.2 
million, for the creation, development 
and preservation of Gateway Na- 
tional Recreation Area. 
•St. Paul, Minn., population 270,230, 
for a neighborhood development pro- 
gram, and downtown construction of 
an industrial park. 
•Tacoma. Wash., population 198.S01. 
for building a domed stadium and 
efforts on behalf of the disabled and 
unemployed. 
•Toledo, Ohio, population 354,635, for 
central business district development 
and revitalization, and fiscal im- 
provements. 
•Traverse City, Mich., population 15,- 
516, for community events to raise 
money for charity, for "confedera- 
tion" of police and fire departments 
and for efforts to revitalize tourism. 
•Wausau, Wis., population 32,426, for 
assessment of the effect of cutbacks, 
for assimilation of Vietnamese refu- 
gees, and for developing a white-wa- 
ter racing course. 
Runners-up include Downriver Com- 
munity Conference, Mich.: Eugene, 
Ore.; Jacksonville, Fla.; Mansfield, 
Ohio; Peoria, 111.; Scottsbluff, Neb.; 
South St. Paul, Minn.; Springfield, 
Mass., and Tucson, Ariz. 
The All-America Cities have been 
named annually since 1949. 
—the bottom line- 
Toledo's improvement projects 
net award-winning distinction 
by Michael D. Towle 
editorial editor 
Corporal Klinger would be proud. 
Toledo was named an All-American 
city by the Citizens Forum on Self- 
Government of the National Munici- 
pal League, Inc. in a New York award 
ceremony late last week. 
Toledo was chosen as one of 12 cities 
out of over 600 applicants to receive 
the award. The only other Ohio city 
chosen was Cleveland. 
J. Michael Porter, chairman of the 
Toledo Area Chamber of Commerce, 
said Toledo's selection was based on 
three improvement projects the city 
conducted within the last two years: 
• The rebuilding of Toledo's Central 
Business District. Construction com- 
pleted during the past two years ex- 
ceeds $250 million by conservative 
estimates. This includes the new 
world headquarters of Owens-Illinois 
Inc., a Fortune 500 company. 
• Revitalization of several down- 
town neighborhoods, involving invest- 
ments of over $100 million. The city 
has also developed a 23-acre indus- 
trialpark. 
• The movement of Toledo's munici- 
pal government from the "brink of 
bankrupcy" to sound financial foot- 
ing. Porter noted the 1982 vote by 
Toiedoans to increase their income 
tax by 50 percent, allowing the re- 
sumption of municiple services that 
had been cut, such as police protec- 
tion and refuge collection. 
"This is more than an award for 
brick and mortar protects," Porter 
said. "It's an award for citizen in- 
volvement in making those protects 
happen. It's recognition that without 
the efforts of thousands of people, 
they would not have happened." 
Donors 
leave pot 
to needy 
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - Salvation 
Army officials had no use for one 
donation left in a bin where used 
clothes and other items are deposited 
for the benefit of the needy. 
This time they received four pounds 
of marijuana. 
Police were puzzled by the dona- 
tion, and said they had no clue to the 
donor. 
Assistant Police Chief James Greif 
said an anonymous caller phoned last 
Friday night and told police where to 
find the pot. 
The caller may have been a friend 
or relative of someone who had to 
dispose of the stuff, Greif said. 
The marijuana had been placed into 
small bags. 
"Unfortunately, that's something 
we Just cant use," Salvation Army 
Lt. Charma Green said. 
The Salvation Army often gets un- 
usual offerings in the bins, Green 
said. Everything from dead dogs to 
dirty diapers. But the marijuana was 
a first, she said. 
"Some people get upset with us, I 
guess," she said. "I don't know what 
causes it." 
inside 
• Steve Bell chosen as May 12 
commencement speaker. Page 3. 
• Tracing family history through 
photos. Page 5. 
• Summer   business   school   in 
France. Page 3. 
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Lethal injection 
cruel punishment 
U This was supposed to be a nice way to kill a person -a guy 
gets an injection and goes to sleep," one expert said. 
Because of the prolonged execution of convicted murder 
J.D. Autry last month, death by lethal injection has become a 
questionable means of capital punishment. 
Autry's execution took at least 10 minutes and is believed to 
have caused the convict extreme, enduring pain. Conse- 
quently, the American Medical Association has been faced 
with opposition to its policy on lethal injections - not only in 
relation to Autry's case but to others as well - and has begun 
considering its stand on the supervision of lethal intrave- 
neous injections. 
Since the mid-1970s, the AMA has, for the most part, 
avoided active participation in executions by claiming that 
the obligations to healing and preventive medicine prohibit 
them from proctoring such activity. As a result, the responsi- 
bility of an execution by lethal injection has been pushed onto 
non-professionals - people who cannot be sure the sentence is 
handled properly. But, a doctor can still walk in and pro- 
nounce the convict dead. 
Attention by a member of the medical profession should be 
administered long before the person is dead. Measures 
should be taken earlier in the process to assure that the 
execution is as quick and painless as possible - not a 
marathon as was the case with Autry. 
Capital punishment of any form should be a deterrent not a 
torture. The deterrent of lethal injection should be properly 
handled by qualified professionals who can administer the 
needed drugs with caution. Done otherwise, it represents not 
a civil death, but a barbaric torture. 
Don't discard ensemble- 
recycle graduation duds 
by Erin Esmont 
Going to get measured for my grad- 
uation cap and gown was reminiscent 
of the immortal scene from Airplane 
when Iioyd Bridges turns to Johnny 
with a map and says: "Well, Johnny 
what can you make of this." To which 
Johnny replies: "Well, I can make a 
hat or a brooch... 
upon entering the University 
Bookstore, I was informed by the girl 
at the counter there would be an $1^35 
charge for the cap/gown/tassel en- 
semble.  When I asked about the 
charge, she replied, "Well, you do get 
to keep it." 
To which I responded, "What the 
hell am I going to do with a cap and 
gown after I graduate?" 
An alternative would be for the 
University to rent the graduation cos- 
tume for a dollar, to be returned when 
the cap and gown are returned. But 
no, the University cannot resist an 
opportunity to make money. This 
financially austute institution knows 
that no self-respecting senior would 
deny themselves the opportunity to be 
draped in traditional graduation garb 
on this memorable day in May, even 
with an $11.35 price tag. 
Well, it didn't take long before my 
mind, with computer-like speed, be- 
gan to envision fun and innovative 
uses for this fashionable gown. 
The entire gown is made of a lovely 
black, paper-like fabric which makes 
an irresistable crinking sound as you 
move. The ensemble is comple- 
mented with a square hat called a 
mortar board, which is defined by 
Webster's Dictionary as "an aca- 
demic cap with a square, flat top." No 
matter what the definition, the cap 
neither fits, nor is it attractive. Add to 
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Mondale hires Bonzo's secret mole 
by Art Buchwald 
"I'd like to work In the presidential 
campaign, air." 
"We're sorry, son, we have all the 
paid workers we need." 
"I think I would be of tremendous 
value to the candidate.'' 
'■wiry do you think that?" 
"I'm working in the Mondale camp 
now, and I warn to be a political mole 
for you people." 
"Why do you want to be a mole?" 
"It's a lot more fun than working 
for Mondale. I could steal his debate 
briefing book for you; I could give you 
the names of people who have donated 
to bis campaign; I could steal ad- 
vance texts of his speeches; and, if 
you want roe to, I can even plant a bug 
in his telephone." 
"You realize what you're suggest- 
ing is not only unethical, but illegal." 
~'Yes, sir. This is why I thought you 
might hire me." 
''We are not interested in doing 
anything illegal or unethical" 
"You did in I960. Someone gave you 
Jimmy Carter's debate briefing book. 
I'D bet you that guy is really nigh in 
the government today." 
"Let's get this straight. No one in 
the Reagan administration ever saw 
Jimmy Carter's briefing boot. Jim 
Baker didn't see it, Bill Casey didn't 
see it, Ed Meese didn't see it, and the 
president was never aware anyone on 
our side ever had it." 
"Don't worry, your secret's safe 
with me. In any case, the fact that no 
one saw the briefing book did help 
Reagan in the debates, didn't it?" 
"I have no intention of discussing 
the briefing book with you. We intend 
to run a clean campaign this time, 
and we're not going to resort to espio- 
nage to re-elect the president." 
"Right, sir. I always say everything 
should be on the up and up when it 
comes to an election. That's why you 
need me. I'm not even a registered 
Republican. If I'm caught passing on 
confidential information, the trail will 
never lead to the party. Don't even 
put me on the payroll. Just have one 
of your people leave the money for me 
to a phone booth." 
"I should throw you right out of this 
office." 
"Yes, sir." 
"What makes you think you can 
give us information on Mondale's 
strategy that we don't already have?" 
"Well, Mondale really hasn't said 
anything about Reagan yet AD he 
does is keep attacking Gary Hart. He 
has a lot of information on Reagan 
he's saving if he gets the nominanon. 
I saw one loose-leaf book in his safe 
titled, The Sleaze Factor - Don't Use 
Until September.'" 
"What was in the book?" 
"I didn't get a chance to read it. 
But, if you give me some Cubans to 
break into his office 111 get it for 
you." 
"We don't break into Democratic 
offices anymore." 
"Oh yeah, I forgot. Well, maybe I 
can get into the safe by myself and 
photograph the stuff for you. Could 
you pick up one of those infra-red 
cameras from the CIA?" 
"You're an eager little beaver, 
aren't you?" 
"I Just want to serve my country. I 
believe a political mole is the most 
important job in a presidential cam- 
paign. Ever since I read about Water- 
gate I've dreamed of being one." 
"What makes you so sure Mondale 
is going to win the nomination?" 
"I'm not sure. But if he doesn't I 
can become your political mole in the 
Hart camp. Hart would never suspect 
someone who came over from the 
Mondale campaign of being a mole 
for Reagan." 
"Now get this straight. We have no 
intention this time of resorting to any 
dirty tricks in the "84 campaign. Ev- 
erything we do is going to be above 
reproach. The president insists on it." 
'•Yes, sir." 
"All right, leave your resume with 
my secretary and if you check out, a 
guy named Joe will call you at home 
Monday night." 
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
Glenn rejection from voters, not press 
this a tassel, that is perched upon the 
hat to swish flies and mosquitos from 
your face. 
The entire outfit is a Glamour 
Don't, if you know what I mean. 
So, here is a list of practical uses for 
yourgraduation cap and gown: 
• Save the gown for your first born 
who will most assuredly want to be 
the wicked witch for Halloween. 
• Turn the mortar board upside 
down and replant your geraniums in 
• The black gowa can double as-a judicial robe when you become a 
Supreme Court justice. 
a Expand your career wardrobe by 
creating many wonderful coordinates 
from the gown. An elderly and tal- 
ented seamstress named Mabel is 
famous for her slacks, skirts, blouses, 
and bras which are fashioned from 
the graduation gowns. A definite 
Glamour Do! 
Here are some not-so-practical, but just as fun ideas: 
• Guys and girls requiring a larger 
size robe find their gowns work nicely 
as slipcovers for the couch. 
• And, guys, when you invite that 
special girl over to impress her with 
your culinary talents, dust off the old 
graduation gown and' throw it on the 
table - it wul make a stunning table 
cloth. 
Erin Esmont is a senior Journalism 
major from North Canton, Ohio, and former editor of the BO News. 
by Gary Wills       . 
Why does being surprised keep sur- 
prising us? The upsets and turnabouts 
of this election year lead commenta- 
tors to talk of extraordinary voter 
"volatility" and the process's new 
"velocity." The press, as always, is 
blamed. It hypes and snipes, urging 
on the entrants in this "horse race." 
But the press had John Glenn 
picked as the challenger to Mondale. 
It dismissed Jackson as a spoiler. It 
missed Hart's potential, then caught 
up on this unscrutinized candidate in 
a glare of attention. The press was 
racing after the public, not the other 
way around. The public, not the press, 
rejected Glenn. 
Explanations that look for some- 
thing odd or different about this cam- 
paign display the curious amnesia we 
nave about our voting process. Our 
elections are generally at the mercy 
of chance and change. There are 
many historical reasons for this: the 
lack of a parliamentary system that 
builds stable leadership; the resulting 
ad-hoc nature of national candida- 
cies; the compromises of the two- 
party system in which decisive choice 
is blunted; the winner-take-all out- 
come that discourages voters in a 
presumed minority. 
It is not only an upset like Truman's 
in 1948 that surprises. Even after the 
development of sophisticated polling, 
we are fooled. In the first campaign I 
covered, I was assigned to Richard 
Nixon. My colleagues commiserated 
with me; I had drawn a loser. George 
Romney was clearly going to be the 
Republican nominee - just as, four 
Crs later, Muskie was going to head 
Democratic ticket 
Chance overturns the shrewdest 
guesses. If Wallace had not been shot 
in 1972, McGovern would not have 
been the nominee. Wallace would 
have gone into the Democractic con- 
vention with a majority of primary 
votes cast forcing moderates to rally 
around a Humphrey or a Muskie in a 
panic to stop Wallace. 
People never learn that they do not 
know the outcome beforehand. Jesse 
Jackson was told to stay out of the 
race this time because ne would si- 
phon off black votes from the liberal 
Mondale and throw the nomination to 
the conservative Glenn. When Glenn 
fades, Jackson was told be would 
siphon off votes from the moderate 
Mondale and throw the nomination to 
the libral Hart. People certain of the 
future were willing to dictate the 
present. These were the most famous 
prognosticators of our craft - and they 
were all dead wrong. 
Just before the New York primary, 
the pundits came up with new dogmas 
about the future. Jackson should with- 
draw, and the other two nominees 
seek reconciliation, because the cur- 
rent campaign is creating a threefold 
division in the Democratic Party. The 
constituencies of the three candidates 
do not overlap, we are told. Old-line 
Democrats go with Mondale, the 
young types with Hart and blacks 
with Jackson. If one man is nomi- 
nated, the other two segments will not 
vote at all, or will not vote Demo- 
cratic. 
This whole argument neglects the 
fact that most presidential votes are 
votes cast against. If Reagan is de- 
feated, it wiQ be by an anti-Reagan 
TOTIE5 
vote, and there will be only one way to 
cast that - for the Democrats. 
The prognosticators try to bypass 
the period of trial and punishment. 
They would have crowned John Glenn 
before the people had a chance to 
discover that they did not much care 
for him. That is the problem with 
those who would have told Jackson to 
get out, or Mondale to shut up, or Hart 
to withdraw before Iowa. 
No one knows what the outcome will 
be. Those who claim to know are the 
ones who end up demanding that we 
be surprised by the odd new twists of 
this political campaign. But the odd 
new twists are the same old Uung - 
they are the way we can tell that a 
genuinely American election is taking 
place. 
VhrJboo. 
12* 
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There can be life outside your textbooks 
by Lesley Sprlgg 
Think you can do it? Is it possible to 
graduate from college without ever 
opening a book? Well, maybe not but 
if you are halfway intelligent and 
have some common sense you can 
spend less time with your texts than 
your classmates. 
First, you must master the art of 
'-'-g multiple choice tests. You can 
1 your first two years of college 
i nothing but going to huge lec- 
ture hall courses that give tests of the 
"nadtinle guess" variety. Here are 
some tips on taking these tests that 
are worth remembering. 
Attempt to logically eliminate 
choices you are given for the answer. 
Don't just throw a coin If you don't 
know. If you read the question care- 
fully and evaluate all the options you 
can sometimes find the right answer, 
even if you didn't study for the test. 
This brings up the question of bow 
much time you should spend prepar- 
Clear Views 
ing for a test. If you are confident in 
your ability, two or three hours (add a 
tew more hours for difficult material) 
should do. Sure your classmates have 
been studying for a week, but maybe 
you don't need to. Only you will know 
what amount of time is right for vou. 
It is the quality of time spent prepar- 
ing for the test NOT the quantity. 
Personally, I rarely read a textbook 
until the night before a test whether it 
is over six chapters or 16. Of course, I 
couldn't possibly read the text word 
for word - even if I would pull an all- 
nighter. 
One of the best ways to cram for a 
tost is to find terms and ideas that you 
took notes on in class, and look them 
up in your textbook. But you have to 
be careful. 
Some professors test straight from 
the text and ignore everything they 
have said in class. If this is the case, 
you will have to spend most of your 
time skimming the book for the most 
important material and then selecti- 
vely reading those parts. 
Other professors test exclusively 
from the notes they give in class, 
while some expect students to be 
responsible for what is in their text 
and their notes. Unfortunately, you 
rarely discover what type of testing 
method your professor uses until after 
the first test. So, if you don't do well 
on the first test, use your knowledge 
of the type of questions 
asked to guide your studying for the 
second test. 
If you plan on not reading your 
textbook until the night before the 
test you should be sure not to skip any 
classes. This way, if you take good 
notes you will have something to refer 
you to what the professor thought was 
important and what he or she stressed 
in class. 
If you're not a night owl, you may 
not want to pull an all-nighter. You 
just may end up falling asleep with 
your bead in a book and being jolted 
awake by your roommate telling you 
it is 9:30 a.m. when your test was at 
8:30! 
Even so, cramming is one of the 
best ways I've found to study because 
when I go in to take a test the 
material is fresh in my mind, as 
opposed to reading the text when it 
was assigned weeks ago. 
You can blow off all the assigned 
readings you want because your pro- 
fessor will never know you didn't read 
the textbook if you manage to do well 
on his or her test. However, if you are 
interested in getting good grades, one 
thing you can't blow off is out-of-class 
assignments that are expected to be 
turned in. 
Professors usually notice who is 
turning in their homework consis- 
tently, and who is not. They grade 
accordingly. Be sure to turn in all 
assignments when they are due, not 
two days later or never. 
Of course, there are courses which 
defy my tried and true method. 
Classes in which you will be called on 
during class ana expected to show 
your knowledge of the readings are a 
good example. Your success at mini- 
mizing your study time will depend on 
your ability to figure out which 
classes to study for and which to 
"blow off." 
Lesley Sprlgg is a senior public rela- 
tions major from Akron, Ohio. 
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Learning business 
Students study in France 
campus/local bgnewt/aprllH 1984 3 
by Mike Mcntyre 
staff reporter  
While many students attend summer 
school either at the University or near 
their hometown, some students mix 
business with pleasure when they 
attend summer business courses in 
France. 
An opportunity to study for five 
weeks at the Groupe Ecole Superieure 
De Commerce De Nantes - The Busi- 
ness School of Nantes, France - is 
being offered through the University. 
David Read, director of Interna- 
tional Programs at the Business 
School in Nantes, said the program 
offers an opportunity to learn and 
travel. 
"The students go to class Monday 
through Thursday and can travel any- 
where they want on the weekend," he 
said. "Last year students went to 
places like Paris, the French Riviera 
and Geneva." 
"It is becoming necessary to know 
that the world exists, to experience 
another culture and another way of 
life," he said. 
"People need to export to survive, 
so their minds must be open to inter- 
national competition." said Elaine 
Smith, senior accounting and interna- 
tional business major. Smith took 
part in the the program last summer. 
"The experience helped me get a 
Job," she said. "Traveling overseas 
and the independence it requires es- 
tablished my maturity and serious- 
ness about expanding my horizons." 
"It is a dimension of education that 
many students don't have and it is 
good to use the experience for job 
interviews," Smith added. 
ACCORDING TO Charles Chittle, 
director of International Programs in 
business at the University, the pro- 
gram is beneficial to all majors. 
"A student with any major would be 
helped by the experience. It helps in 
getting a job and in getting admitted 
to graduate school,"Tie said. 
Read said the classes consist of "a 
hell of a lot of discussion" and the 
tests cover only the classwork. 
"If we asked the students to do 
reports and other outside research, 
then they would spend time in the 
library and not out with the people," 
he said. 
Chittle said the program runs from 
June 14 to July 9 and all students are 
welcome to participate. 
The cost of the program is $1,250 for 
Ohio residents and an additional cost 
of |540 for non-residents. The cost 
includes six semester hours at the 
undergraduate level and four semes- 
ter hours at the graduate level, hous- 
ing with French families and food 
Monday through Thursday. The cost 
does not include travel to, from, or 
within Europe. 
Journalist to speak 
at commencement 
by J. Douglas Gurnick 
slot) reporter  
His face and voice are recogniza- 
ble, but his name is not often re- 
membered. 
Steve Bell, the morning news 
anchor for ABC World News This 
Morning and the news segments of 
Good Morning America, has been 
chosen by the University as the 
commencement speaker for May 
12th graduation. 
The seasoned journalist has been 
working with Good Morning Amer- 
ica since 1975 following extensive 
"on the scene" reports for ABC 
News. Other experience includes 
coverage of the overseas visits of 
Presidents Ford, Carter and Rea- 
gan. In addition, he covered the 
Initial space shuttle flights, Anwar 
Sadat's funeral in Cairo, the 1982 El 
Salvador election and the Pope's 
recent visit to Great Britain. 
He began working for ABC in 
1967 as a radio reporter and he was 
in Los Angeles in 1968 when Sen. 
Robert Kennedy was assassinated. 
Bell's work with ABC in the early 
70s was almost exclusively over- 
seas. When working as a Vietnam 
combat correspondent in April of 
1970, he and his camera crew were 
captured and held by the Viet Cong 
in Cambodia. While being held at 
gunpoint, he managed to tape re- 
cord the incident. • 
He covered the national election 
in 1972, then went to Asia in 1973 to 
work as ABC's chief correspondent 
and bureau chief in Hong Kong. 
Bell was one of few journalists 
allowed into Hanoi for the final 
release of American prisoners of 
war. 
He spent two months in China in 
1973 working as a co-correspondent 
for the documentary The People of 
People's China. Bell's regular 
news reports from China earned 
him an Emmy nomination. 
In April of 1974, Bell returned to 
the United States as a White House 
correspondent, covering the last 
few months of Watergate and 
Ford's first year in office. Steve Bell courtesy ot/Universitv News Service 
University sailors compete in regional regattas 
by EflcPopp 
reporter     
When looking for the ideal spot to 
sail, one would not normally think of 
Bowling Green, but members of the 
University's sailing club do not mind. 
According to Pam Mose, senior 
interpersonal and public communica- 
tions major and the University club's 
commodore, the University is one of 
about 40 schools in the Midwest Colle- 
S'ate Sailing Association, which is 
vided into three geographic areas. 
The University is in the area con- 
taining schools from northern Ohio, 
southern Michigan and northwestern 
Indiana. The University competes 
against such schools as Ohio State 
University, the University of Cincin- 
nati, Xavier University and Kent 
State University on various weekends 
in matches called regattas. 
Mose explained that these regattas 
are run through a triangular course, 
with as many races as there are 
schools. A round-robin format is used 
with the crew of each school changing 
ships with the other schools for each 
race. 
"It's challenging to try to use the 
sails to the best advantage and to try 
to better yourself." Mose said. "You 
become a part of the wind and wa- 
ter." 
Meg Tierney, freshman marketing 
major, agreed. "I like the adventure. 
It's an eye-opening experience." 
"The competitive racing is what I 
like," Dan Van Wagnen, sophomore 
radio-television-film major, said. 
"It's just a lot of fun," said Steve 
Comen, junior math and computer 
science major who is also the club's 
captain. 
THE SHIPS USED in MCSA compe- 
tition are flying juniors, of which the 
University owns two. These 13-foot 
ships have two sails and are manned 
by a skipper and a crewman. 
As captain, Comen takes care of the 
University's two ships and picks the 
crew to go to the regattas. 
"What they are. are floating bath- 
tubs," Comen said. 
Each regatta is divided into an A 
and B division. The A division usually 
has the two best sailors, "but some- 
times the captain of the school will put 
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his best sailors in the B division," 
Comen said. 
The University's sailing club has 
about 15 members, with the best four 
to eight individuals going to the regat- 
tas. Mose said all club members can- 
not go to away regattas because it 
costs too much to house them. 
Practices are held on free weekends 
at the Maumee River, which is also 
the University's regatta home site. 
During the weekend of April 14-15, 
the sailing club will be one ot 12 teams 
i 
VOLUNTEERS WHO CARE 
Will you be in Bowling Green 
this summer? 
Do you need something extra to do? 
to compete at Ohio State with two 
more regattas scheduled for this 
spring and nine for the fall season. 
According to Comen, area elimina- 
tions will be held during the first week 
in May in Toledo, with the three best 
schools in each of the three areas 
going to the national championship 
in Illinois. At the championships the 
top three schools will compete. 
The University club has failed to get 
past area eliminations in recent 
years. 
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Fall picture ID's; 
USG file debated 
Housing office adopts new policy 
by Mike Mcntyre 
stall reporter 
University students will 
be issued picture identifi- 
cation cards next year and 
the Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government is con- 
sidering the pros and cons 
of a University proposal to 
keep a second set of the 
pictures on file. 
According to Brian 
Baird, USG president, the 
University plans to use the 
picture file for security 
purposes. 
"They want to use it for 
easier identification of stu- 
dents who are suspected of 
a crime," Baird said. "I 
have questions about it be- 
cause Bowling Green is a 
state institution. What is to 
keep the Highway Patrol 
or some other branch of 
the state government from 
getting a court order to get 
the picture files?" 
Baird said Philip Mason, 
assistant to the president, 
wants USG to find out what 
students think about the 
picture files. 
"If USG does not ap- 
prove, then they won't go 
through with it," Baird 
said.^1 am waiting for the 
general assembly to give 
me a vote." 
In other business, Beth 
Hettinger, graduate stu- 
dent at the University, 
asked for funding for an 
alcohol education booklet 
that she said she is work- 
ing on in conjunction with 
the Counseling and Career 
Development center. 
Hettinger said the pro- 
posed contents of the book- 
let include basic alcohol 
information, information 
about problem drinking, 
laws, policies and ordi- 
nances related to alcohol 
and clears up the myths 
about alcohol. 
"We plan to make 4,000 
copies of the 12<»ge book- 
let and distribute them to 
all freshmen and transfer 
students at Bowling 
Green." she said. "We 
hope to get money from 
other sources, but I hope 
USG will handle most of it 
since it does concern un- 
dergraduates." 
by April McClellan 
storf reporter  
Students no longer have 
to camp out overnight to 
change residence halls be- 
cause of a new process 
adopted by the Housing 
Office last month. 
The new process allowed 
returning students to re- 
quest their current resi- 
dence halls by signing-up 
directly in the halls. 
According to Robert 
Rudd, director of housing, 
61 percent of all returning 
students signed up to re- 
main in their current resi- 
dence halls. 
Students who wish to 
change residence halls 
must sign-up as follows: 
rising juniors, the remain- 
der of this week; rising 
sophomore men, April 16; 
and rising sophomore 
women, April 23. 
All sign-ups are in the 
Housing Office with the 
exception of rising sopho- 
more women who will reg- 
ister   in   the   Grand 
Ballroom of the Union. 
Rising sophomore men 
and women will sign-up 
separately to minimize the 
long lines. 
Rudd said so far the new 
process has cut the lines by 
more than half of the usual 
turnout. 
"Not only has this proc- 
ess saved us a lot of trou- 
ble, but kids are happy 
about the situation," Rudd 
said. 
Sophomore nursing ma- 
jor Barb Berecek said the 
new process is "a lot easier 
than last year's waiting 
outside" to sign-up for 
housing. 
Angela Dukes, procure- 
ment and material man- 
agement major said, "I 
lie it (the new process) a 
lot better than going over 
to housing because it was 
more convenient and the 
service was better." 
Rudd said even though 
campus housing is more 
than half-filled, the Hous- 
ing Office expects some 
cancellations. 
"About 15 percent of up- 
perclass students will 
cancel their housing," he 
said. "These cancellations 
are due to students 
dropped from the Univer- 
sity due to poor academic 
standing and financial 
problems faced by stu- 
dents." Also, other stu- 
dents choose to cancel 
their housing to live off 
campus. 
The Housing Office will 
be three or four days more 
lenient than last year when 
dealing with students who 
have not paid the $100 
housing deposit by May 1. 
Rudd said fewer freshmen 
will be admitted to the 
University next school 
year, which will eliminate 
overcrowding in the resi- 
dence halls and "cancella- 
tions won't be quite as 
abrupt." 
On-campus students will 
receive letters this week 
reminding them to sign-up 
for housing if they would 
like to reside on campus 
next year. 
New squad expanded 
Cheerleaders chosen 
by Lesley Sprlgg 
stotl reporter ^^^ 
Members of the Univer- 
sity's 1964-85 cheerleading 
squad were chosen Satur- 
day before an audience of 
about 150 people at the 
Student Recreation Cen- 
ter. 
The squad was expanded 
to 12 members this year 
instead of the 10 of pre- 
vious years. The change 
came By making the two 
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alternate cheerleaders 
permanent members of the 
squad. 
All returning cheerlead- 
ers had to try out except 
for Captain Patty Kontak. 
"We have big shoes to fill 
with all the people leaving 
the sqaud," kontak, senior 
health and physical educa- 
tion major, said. "But I 
have high hopes and it 
should be a good year." 
Kontak will be entering 
her fifth year as a 
cheerleader for the Uni- 
versity. 
The cheerleaders have 
already begun practice for 
their first performance at 
the May 5 inter-squad foot- 
ball scrimmage. 
"Tryouts went well. The 
squad looks very prom- 
ising," Tim Cullen. Junior 
elementary education ma- 
jor and last year's squad 
captain, said. 
The 1964-85 cheerleaders 
are: Kristy Bogard, Mich- 
ele Murphy, Deedee Wes- 
sel, Deb Dean, Stephanie 
Corrado, Chet Johnson, 
Matt Morbltt, Tim Kime, 
Dave Fite, Jerome Fresch 
and Wiley Blevins. 
COCO election held 
by Mike Mcntyre 
start reporter  
Lamar Baker, Jr.. was 
voted president of the 
Commuter Off-Campus Or- 
ganization last Thursday 
after votes cast by 104 stu- 
dents were tallied. 
Baker said one of the 
.organization's most suc- 
cessful programs, the Stu- 
dent Escort Service, will 
continue operation next se- 
mester. He added the pre- 
sent volunteer service will 
be working with its own 
budget next year. 
"we hope to get funds 
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into programs for the peo- 
ple we serve," he said. 
''This year, much of our 
funds were used for refur- 
bishing the Commuter 
Center TV lounge so some 
programs had to be cut." 
Jamie Ruggiero, activ- 
ities coordinator, said he 
hopes rumors about en- 
larging the Commuter 
Center are true. 
"At this time we are 
very crowded. We would 
like to include more off- 
campus students and in- 
clude an atmosphere for 
graduate students as well 
as undergraduate stu- 
dents, but our facilities are 
limited," he said. 
BAKER ADDED one way 
to enlarge membership is 
to make people aware of 
exactly who belongs to 
COCO. 
"There is some confu- 
sion as to our constituency 
because some people think 
we only serve commuter 
students," Baker said. 
"Any off-campus student 
is automatically a member 
of COCO. That gives us a 
technical membership of 
8,000 students." 
Others elected were: 
Randy Arnold, vice presi- 
dent; Robin Wotschak, 
treasurer; Linda Peter- 
man, secretary; Dan Van- 
Voris, communications 
coordinator; Cheryl 
Strausbaugh, facilities 
coordinator; and Gary 
Swope, USG representa- 
tive. 
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"JOURNALISM 
IN THE WESTERN 
AND DEVELOPING 
WORLD" 
A lecture featuring 
Dr. H. Fisher. Professor of 
Journalism at BGSU. 
Dr. Fisher has just returned 
from Liberia where he served as 
chief party for the U.S.agency for 
an International Development 
Project. 
S p.m. Town Room, Union 
Free & Open to all. 
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Photos a id family histories 
by Sandra Feen 
reportet 
While many people trace 
their family history using 
family trees, Bibles and 
books, Marilyn Motz will 
be researching the history 
of families through photos 
from the past. 
Motz, assistant professor 
of Popular Culture, said 
she stumbled across the 
research idea by accident 
while working on a re- 
cently publisher! book, 
"True Sisterhood: Michi- 
rdateline- 
gan and Their Kin 1820 to 
1920," written by Motz (un- 
related to Marilyn Motz), 
analyzing the family from 
the viewpoint of women. 
Motz said she collected 
information on the subject 
through family letters and 
diaries. While doing exten- 
sive research in the ar- 
chives at the University of 
Michigan in Ann Arbor, 
Motz found photo albums 
in the libraries' collection 
which sparked her interest 
in photo history. She is 
particularly interested in 
photos of women. 
"While I was an under- 
graduate, it struck me as 
peculiar that very little 
was said about women in 
the studies done on fami- 
lies," Motz said. "I wanted 
to learn about women and 
especially how women felt 
about their lives - what 
real women think." 
SHE SAID there were 
basically two types of 
photo albums at the turn of 
the century. They were the 
very traditional album of 
the family and albums of 
an individual's life apart 
from the family. 
Though publishing by 
women was strongly dis- 
couraged then, photo al- 
bums were socially 
acceptable and popular. It 
was not unusual, Motz 
said, for a woman to have 
an album that reflected 
her friends, education and 
career. 
Motz said she looks at 
what people choose to. pho- 
tograph, how they pose, 
the order of the pictures 
and captions used as an 
answer to hew people view 
the world. She said this 
helps explain the types of 
records people want to 
leave for others. 
Motz will be working on 
her second project, funded 
SI a grant from the Na- 
onal Endowment of Hu- 
manities, this summer. 
She will research the di- 
aries, letters and pictures 
of photographer Lucy 
Keeler of Fremont. 
Marilyn Motz 
Wednesday, April 11 
UAO Spring Crafts Fair - 
Various items will be on 
display and available for 
purchase in the Prome- 
nade Lounge on the second 
floor of the Union. 
Nutrition Information - 
The Student Wellness Cen- 
ter is sponsoring free nutri- 
tion information sessions 
from 9:30 a.m. until 4 p.m., 
220 Health Center. Ap- 
pointments are encour- 
aged, but walk-ins are 
welcome. Call 2-0302 for 
more information or stop 
by The Well. 
European Coffee Hours - 
Coffee hours will feature 
entertainment and food 
typical of European coun- 
tries. The event Degins at 2 
p.m., 17 Williams Hall. 
Tennis - Men's team vs. 
Sienna Heights College at 
3:30 p.m. Robert Keefe 
Tennis Courts east of the 
Ice Arena. 
International Week Event 
- A United Nations Secu- 
rity Council meeting will 
be held at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Community Suite of the 
Union. The agenda will be 
the Iran-Iraq War and 
Apartheid. Sponsored by 
BG Model United Nations, 
International Relations As- 
sociation and World Stu- 
dent Association. Free and 
open to all. 
Political Science Lecture - 
Dr. Barry Lowendron from 
the Policy Planning Coun- 
cil of the U.S. State Depart- 
ment will discuss U.S. 
Arms Control Policy." 
Sponsored by Pi Sigma Al- 
pha and the Department of 
Political Science. The 
event, which is free and 
open to all, will be at 7:30 
p.m. in 112 Life Sciences. 
Square Dance - A square 
dance sponsored by the 
Footloose Falcons Square 
Dance Club will be held in 
the  Northeast  Commons 
between 7:30 p.m. and 10 
p.m. The event is free and 
open to all. 
Festival Series Concert- 
The Philip Jones Brass En- 
semble will appear in the 
Bowling Green Festival 
Series at 8 p.m. in Ko- 
backer Hall of the BGSU 
Moore Musical Arts Cen- 
ter. Tickets, priced at $9 
and $7 for adults and $7 and |5 for students, can be re- 
served by calling (419) 372- 
0171. 
Public Skating - Students 
can skate at the Ice Arena 
8 to 10 p.m. Cost is $1.25 
with University I.D. and 
skate rental is 50 cents. 
Softball Tmraament - 
Team entry forms for a 
softball tournament to be 
played April 14 are due 
today at 5 p.m. Forms may 
be picked up at 200 Eppler 
South. 
WE'RE LOOKING 
FOR TROUBLE 
£*W American Heart 
^Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR VOUR LIFE 
• 
THanA & 
LARGE 1 ITEM 
*4.50 
352-3551 
Eat in or carry out 
Good 471 1/84 only 
The 1984 KEY... 
Your Only Sure 
Bet! 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE 
WAY TO THE FORUM 
APRIL 12-14 and April 18-21 Adults $5.00 
Main Auditorium, 8:00 p.m. 
(4/21 Matinee 3:00) Students $3.00 
CALL 372-2719 FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS 
GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
Box office open 
9:00-5:00 
POTATO SKINS $3.95 
Entire Month 
of April 
The Best 
Appetizers 
in Town 
SUNDANCE 
352-1092 
Order your 1984 Yearbook 
and receive a FREE raffle ticket 
for a chance to win: 
1**  PriZei   13 Inch Color TekviskmDwHted by K-Mart, 1111 S. Main 
2       PriZei    SlOO Gih Certificate from Finder's Records. 128 N. Main 
lWO   3       PriZeS!    Two $25 Gift Certificates at Trade Winds. 104 S. Main 
Drawing! Friday, April 27, 5 p.m. 
(Winners will be notified) 
ORDER NOW at the 
KEY Office BG News Office 
106 University Hall 310 Student Services 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. "OR-      11:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
Monday-Friday Monday-Friday 
or from any KEY Staff Member 
Receive your FREE raffle 
ticket for a chance to win!! 
-ORDER NOW - PAY LATER- 
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Officials urge halt to hospital bed reduction 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Ef- 
forts to permanently re- 
duce the number of 
hospital beds in the state 
should be stopped because 
Ohio's population is getting 
older, the president of the 
Ohio Hospital Association 
said yesterday. 
The elderly wiD continue 
to need more hospital care, 
even though younger peo- 
ple will increasingly go 
elsewhere for their health 
care needs, OHA officials 
said at the 69th Annual 
OHA Convention in Colum- 
bus. 
"Those over 65 use hospi- 
tals five times as much as 
those  under 65,"  Bryan 
Rogers, OHA chairman- 
elect and president of The 
Toledo Hospital, said. 
That means hospitals 
will have to create larger 
intensive care units to 
serve the elderly, who need 
longer and more involved 
hospital care, while pass- 
ing some of the high cost of 
such care on to all patients, 
Rogers said. 
Younger and less se- 
riously-ill patients will use 
more outpatient services 
or eo to free-standing 
health clinics, he said. 
A study released re- 
cently by the American 
Hospital Association shows 
occupancy of Ohio's com- 
munity hospitals fell 5.2 
percent, from 80.3 percent 
at the end of 1980 to 75 
percent at the end of 1983, 
OHA President Donald 
Newkirk said. 
HE SAB) some govern- 
ment and insurance com- 
Sany officials believe 
uspitals should reduce 
their numbers of beds. 
"It's Just a matter of 
economics - if you don't 
need something, it's better 
to get rid of it," he said, 
adding that the OHA fa- 
vors taking' beds out of use 
- but not removing them 
from the hospitals - to cut 
the costs of unused space. 
He said it would be ''very 
expensive to overshrink 
the system now and have 
to build new beds later." 
But in a news statement. 
Newkirk said the hospital 
industry is "cooling off," 
cutting the size of hospital 
staffs and trying to lower 
prices while facing in- 
creased competition for 
fewer patients. 
He said national statis- 
tics show the estimated 
annual inflation of health 
care costs has been cut 
from 18.5 percent to a little 
more than 7 percent in the 
past 18 months. 
During the same time, 
the staffs of Ohio's 203 
community hospitals have 
been cut by the equivalent 
of 3,000 to 3,500 full-time 
workers. 
Laughing medicinal? 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. 
(AP) - Sometimes a good 
laugh is Just what the doc- 
tor ordered for cancer pa- 
tients at the Shawnee 
Mission Medical Center. 
That is why they go to 
the Laughing Room. 
"I used to think I would 
try anything if it would 
give me some comfort, if it 
would take my mind off 
what I was going through, 
even for a few moments, 
Joann Hull, of Overland 
Park, Kan., who has un- 
dergone   painful   treat- 
ments for cancer, said. 
Hull, 43, said she would 
become so anxious over 
her weekly injections of 
seven different drugs that 
her temperature rise. 
The best medicine for 
her was the Laughing 
Room with its videotapes 
of comedy acts like the 
Marx Brothers, The Three 
Stooges and Abort and Cos- 
tello, Hull said. 
Toe room was begun by 
Wayne Anderson, director 
of pastoral care at the hos- 
pital. He borrowed the idea 
from   Norman    Cousins, 
who explained in the book 
"Anatomy of an Illness," 
that he believed watching 
funny movies helped him 
recover from a potentially 
crippling disease. 
Cancer patients "often 
have a loss of health, a loss 
of job and sometimes face 
a loss of life. If you can get 
them somehow to think 
positively, it can only 
help," nurse Catherine 
Castelli said. 
"There are a lot of the- 
ories that a positive out- 
look may help heal," she 
said. 
Brake defects suspected 
Government to investigate GM cars 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
The government, already 
pressing a suit to have 1.1 
million General Motors 
cars recalled because of 
brakes that lock prema- 
turely, announced an in- 
vestigation yesterday into 
reports of similar prob- 
lems in 431,000 Ford and 
Mercury cars. 
The investigation by the 
National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration fo- 
cused on 1979 Ford Mus- 
tangs and Mercury Capris, 
after the agency received 
160 complaints about rear 
brakes locking. 
"We have opened a de- 
fect investigation" into the 
Ford cars, NHTSA 
erson Hal Paris 
said. If the agency finds a 
safety defect, the govern- 
ment could order Ford to 
recall and repair the cars. 
But as has been shown in 
the GM X-body case, the 
maker is free to challenge 
a recall. The government 
is embroiled in a lengthy 
civil suit against GM seek- 
ing the recall of 1.1 million 
1980 X-body cars, alleging 
that the cars have a design 
flaw that causes the rear 
brakes in some of them to 
lock prematurely and send 
the car into a spin. 
A federal judge has 
heard arguments in the 
suit against GM for more 
than a month and both 
sides believe the trial will 
go on for at least another 
month. GM denies there is 
a defect in the X-body cars. 
NHTSA OFFICIALS, in 
announcing the investiga- 
tion of the Ford cars, did 
not allude to the GM case, 
although acknowledging 
the reports received from 
the Ford owners are simi- 
lar. 
"There is a similarity as 
far as there are brakes 
locking prematurely. 
Whether it's caused by the 
same thing we don't 
know," Paris said. 
He added the 160 com- 
plaints from Ford and 
Mercury owners received 
by the highway safety 
agency included 54 reports 
of accidents involving at 
least 15 injuries. 
Ford issued a statement 
denying there is a defect in 
the cars and said it is coop- 
erating with the NHTSA 
investigation. 
"Ford believes there is 
no defect in the 1979 Mus- 
tang and Capris brake sys- 
tems and that the NHTSA 
investigation should reach 
the same conclusion," 
Ford spokesperson Bar- 
bara Mansfield said. She 
said Ford has conducted 
several years of testing 
that "support the conclu- 
sion that there is nothing 
wrong with the brake sys- 
tems in question." 
The Ford Mustang and 
Mercury Capris are rear- 
wheel drive cars. The GM 
I960 X-body cars - the 
Chevrolet Citation, Pon- 
tiac Phoenix, Oldsmobile 
Omega and Buick Skylark 
- are front-wheel drive 
cars. 
NHTSA SAYS it got 
more than 1,700 complaints 
of brakes locking prema- 
turely in the X-body cars, 
including reports of acci- 
dents involving 15 deaths. 
Government investiga- 
tors argued that the GM 
brake problem stems from 
the maker having used 
brake linings that are too 
aggressive. They also al- 
lege that a different brake 
drum and a different type 
of valve to regulate brake 
line pressure should have 
been used. 
GM has categorically 
denied any wrongdoing, al- 
though the government has 
argued that internal GM 
documents show that the 
automaker knew of the 
problem before it put the 
x-body cars on the market 
in 1979, but decided against 
making any immediate de- 
sign changes. 
In addition to seeking a 
recall of the cars, the gov- 
ernment wants |4 million 
in damages from GM. 
TAKES A TRIP TO THE 
NEW RIVER, WEST VIRGINAl 
GARAGE SALE 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
APKl L  11,(12 a.m.-5 p.m.) 
1 Ct j (8 a.m.-5 p.m.) lJi(8a.m.-3p.m.) 
WHITE WATER RAFTING 
April 27,28,29 
$60 includes equipment, rafts and transportation I 
SIGN UP NOW IN UAO OFFICE | 
BG RADIATOR 
& WELDING 
SPECIAL OFFER 
$4.00 plus tax 
Complete Resume Package 
25 Copies from one original 
25 Blank sheets/Cover letters 
25 Envelopes 
Including all our specialty papers 
Good with this coupon only N 
325 E. Wooster 
(Across Irom Taco Be«)   ■ Expires 4/30/84 
■ 
\U   X*A*\&  M& Mm 
PAPERBACKS 
CLOTHING   GIFTS   JEWELRY 
BEAUTY AIDS 
OP TO 
75% OFF... 
FOREIGN CAR RADIATORS AVAILABLE 
Best In Prices 
And Service 352-5133 ^Wholesale Prl< Available to Everyone 
520 Maple Street Bowling Green, Ohio 
MAKE US AN OFFER!! 
521 Ridge Street (beside the Powder Puff) 
3 bedroom, unfurnished house 
1021 Klotz Road (beside Childrens Resource Center) 
3 bedroom unfurnished house 
12208 E. Gypsy Lane Road 
4 bedroom, unfurnished house with country setting 
338 N. Main Street (corner of Ridge & Main) 
3 bedroom, with basement efficiency, unfurnished 
724 E. Wooster Street 
5 bedroom, furnished house close to campus - up to 
10 students 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
352-0717 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
rm   y NII NI  I OCATION   N 
'.'    ■       V 
IN   RAMUI 
K   FAST FOODS AN 
N 
Gas heat, hot water and cook 
inq included 
(small monthly electric bill) 
• Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. 
furnished. 
Fast, dependable, 24 hr. 
maintenace 
■ In-house laundry centers. 
Plenty of storage area. 
• Now accepting applicationsfor 
summer and next fall. 
• i 
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Nevada's largest burglary? 
LAS VEGAS (AP) - At least SL7 
million in cash was stolen from a 
vault at a Nevada National Bank 
branch over the weekend, the FBI 
said Monday. 
A female employee who resigned 
Friday from the bank branch was 
being sought for questioning, along 
with her boyfriend; FBI spokesman 
Bill Jansen said. 
The woman was one of fewpeople 
who had access to the vault. William 
Martin, president of the bank chain, 
said. 
Neither person was identified and 
there were no warrants issued, Jan- 
sen said. 
It was believed to be the largest 
burglary in Nevada history. The 
money, in $50 and $100 denominations, 
was taken sometime between closing 
time Friday night and Monday morn- 
ing when the bank opened for busi- 
ness, Jansen said. 
The money was taken from a cen- 
tral cash vault near Charleston and 
Las Vegas boulevards, midway be- 
tween downtown and the Las Vegas 
Strip, Martin said in a one-paragraph 
statement. 
Alarm devices in the vault failed to 
go off, Martin said. Not all the money 
fit the vault was taken, he said. 
Jansen would not disclose any other 
details of the crime. 
The bank, among the largest in 
Nevada, has nine branches. 
Car aimed at Defense Minister; 
driver shot in escape attempt 
TOULOUSE, France (AP) - The 
grieving brother of one of nine French 
soldiers killed during a weekend ex- 
plosion in Chad was shot and wounded 
yesterday when he drove his car 
toward Defense Minister Charles 
Hernu during an outdoor funeral serv- 
ice for the soldiers. 
Hernu, high-ranking officers includ- 
ing French Army Chief of Staff Jan- 
nou Lncaze, and family members 
escaped injury. 
The car drove halfway around the 
open square before rolling to a halt 
after guards opened fire and wounded 
the man. 
Members of the grieving families 
wept and screamed as the drama took 
place before them. 
Witnesses at the scene said Lionel 
Renal, 25, had verbally abused Hernu 
before jumping into his yellow car. He 
was stopped by a bullet in the thigh, 
officials said. 
In Paris, the Defense Ministry later 
confirmed that Hemu had been the 
target of Rehal's drive, during which 
his car struck and overturned one of 
the flag-draped coffins. 
Report aimed at increasing support for defense 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Defense Sec- 
retary Caspar Weinberger said yes- 
terday the latest Pentagon report 
shows the Soviet Union continues to 
build a war machine aimed at "world 
domination." 
A chief goal of the third annual 
report on the Soviet military is to 
bolster flagging support for the Rea- 
gan administration's record five-year 
defense buildup. 
The VS. buildup, which will be in 
its fourth year in fiscal 1985, has run 
into increasing fire on Capitol Hill. 
Members of Congress worried about 
growing federal deficits want to trim 
the administration's proposal for $305 
billion - a 13 percent boost - in autho- 
rized defense spending after inflation 
for the fiscal year beginning Oct 1. 
Last week, the House passed a 
budget resolution calling tor a S.5 
percent hike in defense authorization. 
Senate Republicans have agreed to 
limit the increase to 8 percent 
Weinberger said the Soviet Union's 
military effort means "we have to 
make very large and clearly unwel- 
come efforts" to build up U.S. and 
NATO defenses. 
THE REPORT contains little not 
already made public. Unlike many 
government documents, "Soviet Mili- 
tary Power" is designed to appeal to 
the general public. Printed on slick 
paper, it contains dozens of colorful 
graphs and easy-to-read charts. 
The Pentagon distributed 325,000 
copies of its 1963 report and hopes to 
pass out even more of the latest 
edition in the United States and Eu- 
rope, Weinberger said. 
The report shows that "quantitati- 
vely we're behind in a large number 
of very important categories," Wein- 
berger said. 
The Soviets are testing two new 
strategic intercontinental ballistic 
missiles, the SSX-24 and the SSX-25, 
the publication said. It added that 
"there are no security requirements 
for the development of so large a 
quantity of strategic offensive weap- 
ons." 
The United States is currently plan- 
ning to deploy long-range MX nuclear 
ICBMs starting to 19K and is cur- 
rently trying to develop a second new 
ICBM, dubbed "Midgetman," for de- 
ployment later. 
OTHER DEVELOPMENTS cited in 
the Pentagon report include: 
•The Soviets are nearing deployment 
of three types of cruise missiles - low- 
flying, winged craft which the United 
Suites has already put on some long- 
range B-62 bombers. 
•The Soviets last year laid the keel for 
their first large aircraft carrier, a 
nuclear-powered vessel which will be 
•bout 80,000 tons and will be able to 
handle carrier-based jets and bomb- 
era. The U.S. Navy now has 13 air- 
craft carriers and is building two 
theOQnew/ 
advertising sales 
Apply for one of the best 
student jobs on campus: 
.v<*^ ~* 
*\* L*r CO ,<* ^ N* 
<>** •V 
Six display sales positions will be opening for 
the 1984-85 school year ■ 5 Bowling Green 
representatives and 1 Toledo representative. 
Open, to. all majors. Must have car. 
Applications and job descriptions available: 106 University Hall. 
, Deadline: Wed.. April 11 
mymmmmmmmmmmmmi'!,m"''''!!' ■ ■■"'""      ""    "I 
:■■; 
■:•:• 8 
Student Recreation Center 
youth Fun & Fitness Days 
Summer 1984 
Coordinators Heeded 
Black Student Union 
ELECTIONS 
April 25,1984 
Application forms available April 1 thru April 11 At 
more, each of which will be more than 
90,000 tons. 
•The Soviets also deployed their sec- 
ond Typhoon-class missile-firing sub- 
marine last year. The Typhoon is 
larger than the American Trident 
subs, five of which are now in the UJS. 
fleet. 
•Last year, the Soviets also built the 
first ships in two new classes of attack 
subs, known as "Mike" and "Sierra." 
That gives the Soviets eight different 
types of attack subs compared to only 
one class of attack boat for the United 
States. 
.<!.    Presents ■oartol BMC* CuawM AclwiMs 
V 
Tom Browne 
1
 Student Development Office 
424 Student Services 
BSU Office • Ethnic Studies Dept. 
408 Student Services J> 
Positions Available 
• President • Vice-President of 
• Vice-President of Business 
Operations • Executive Secretary 
• Ombuds person 
Applications are due April 11,1984 by 5:00 p.m. in 
the Minority Student Activities Office, 424 Student 
Services. 
—Late applications will not receive considerations. 
For Further Info Contact the BSU at 372-2692 
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'^TISXHw^oru^lSS^chooiYoar 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road   Bowling Green, OH   352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included *gas heat •laundry 
facilities 'drapes • carpet • party & game room 
•swimming pool • sauna 
$270-fumished      $250-unfurnished 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
$280-lurnished      $265-unfumished Plus gas and electric 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS 
$225-fumished      $200-unfumished 
all utilities included, separate bedroom 
Fro ■irttrnn ti CMwum Mam sia ami laasa. 
Saturday, April 14,1984 at 11:00 p.m. 
mmmuwy foUomnq fne Us Bwnie Pageant 1984 i 
university Grand Ballroom 
mm 
MOO advance 
55 00 at door 
Prto* IncrudM MS Bronn • Concert 
with Itw support of 
Black Student union t university Student Activities 
Congratulations 
SENIORS! 
Help us salute 
BGSU 
SENIORS 
with special senior discounts in 
advertisements appearing 
Wednesday, April 18 and 
Wednesday April 25 
Offer savings to all BGSU students, faculty and staff, 
but congratulate seniors with an EXTRA discount with 
their valid BGSU I.D. showing senior status. 
Contact the BG News advertising offices at 372-2601 or see your account 
representative soon! 
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sports 
Falcon harriers trounce Cardinals in home openers 
BG Women 
win, 97-42 
by Phillip B. Wilton 
sports reporter 
Eyeing the Dogwood Relays in Ten- 
nessee this weekend, the women's 
track team defeated Ball State 97-42 
at Whittaker Track yesterday com- 
pleting a sweep for both men and 
women's teams. 
The lady Falcons had 12 first place 
finishes although in many events they 
were uncontested. 
Tri-captain Kim Jamison breezed 
through both the 100, and 200 meter 
dashes with times of 12.5 and 24.7 
seconds respectively, and Grace 
Lindsey won the 400 meter dash in 59.6 
seconds, to lead an impressive show- 
ins by the sprinters. 
Lindsey also picked up a third place 
point for her third place showing in 
the 200 meter dash. 
"KIM AND GRACE both ran well 
today and I hope they will improve 
with the increased competition and 
better weather in Tennessee," BG 
head coach Pat Brett said. "It is 
important that the entire team places 
more emphasis on improvement, es- 
pecially in the larger meets like the 
Dogwood Relays." 
In the long distance events, where 
many of the team points were re- 
corded, the women easily won all four 
events, two uncontested over the 
shorthanded BSU squad. 
Because of the upcoming weekend, 
high winds, and little competition, the 
distance runners were instructed to 
use the meet as a practice workout, 
according to assistant coach Nancy 
Shafer. 
HELEN POE WON both the 800 and 
1500 meter runs in times of 2:26.3 and 
4:55.4 respectively to lead the long 
distance success. Cathy Schenkel won 
the 5000 meter run in 18:40, and the 
bg news static Dtnck So-' • 
Bowling Green's Jay Harper participates in the high jump event during action at yesterday's home dual meet against Ball 
State. The men's team beat the Cardinals' 102-61. The women's team defeated BSU, 97-42. 
uncontested three Falcon runners, 
Sara Collas, Laura Murphy, and 
Laura Ryder, tied in the 3000 meter 
run added to the point totals. 
With a throw of 123'8" in the jave- 
lin, sophomore Sandy Greig edged 
teammate Barb Veselich, who set the 
new school record last weekend. She 
later won the discuss competition 
with a toss of 128 feet. 
Also helping in the field events, 
Barb Figgins needed her best output 
of the year in the shotput, a throw of 
41*10.5 *, to defeat teammate Jean 
Savage, whose throw of 40'5" was 
good for second place. 
"WINDS DIDN'T REALLY really 
bother me today," Figgins said. ''I 
just hope I can do as well this week- 
end in Tennessee." 
"This meet was a good tuneup for 
this weekend, Brett said. "It was nice, 
low key, and didn't put much pressure 
nd this type of meet 
SUMMER SPECIALS 
Efficiencies 
$150 month all utilities 
1 Bedroom 
$175 month all utilities paid 
2 Bedroom 
$200 month plus gas & elec 
(landlord pays water and sewage) 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road    Bowling Green, OH    352-1195 
Depth is key to men's win 
on the athletes an 
also gave us the opportunity to run 
some other people in different 
events" ,  
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by Phillip KHMOn 
sports reporter 
Braving high winds and temper- 
atures below 50 degrees, the men's 
track team soundly defeated Ball 
State 102-61 in the first of two home 
dual meets this season at Whit- 
taker Track. 
The men had 13 first place fin- 
ishes, and like the women's team, 
are looking forward to the Dog- 
wood Relays in Tennessee this 
weekend.      
AS EXPECTED. BOTH BG re- 
lay teams won their respective 
races as the 4 x 100 meter relay 
team of Charles Morgan, John Aus- 
tin, Craig Cox, and Derek Smith 
won with a time of 43 seconds flat 
and the 4 x 400 meter relay team of 
Chris Parry, Kirk Short, Dan Mar- 
vin, and Keith Glover finished the 
meet with a thrilling performance 
of 3:23.7. 
Glover ran the anchor leg and 
nosed out Cardnal standout Ste- 
phen Jones, who lost to Glover in 
the 400 meter run earlier. BG head 
coach Tom Wright was satisfied 
with the relay team's perfor- 
mance, espeically the exciting fi- 
nale. 
"In a dual meet situation, relay 
events are limited to two events, 
and in many cases that final relay 
can decide a meet, so the 4 x 400 
relay is characteristically an excit- 
ing race," Wright said. 
IN THIS CASE, the Falcons 
never were really threatened as 
the list of 13 first place finishes 
indicated. Leading the Falcon per- 
formance was tri-captain Bill 
Hampton who threw the javelin 
230'8'\ his best this season. 
Jay Harper, and John Austin 
were double winners as Harper 
won the triple jump with a leap of 
44'5" and the 110 meter high hur- 
dles with a time of 14.3, (both 
personal bests), while Austin 
nipped teammate Charles Morgan 
in the 100 meter dash in 10.8 sec- 
onds and led a sweep of the 200 
meter dash. Austin's time of 21.7 
seconds pushed him past team- 
mates Derek Smith and Keith 
Glover. 
The Falcons enjoyed three other 
sweeps, those coming in the 800 
meter dash, the 5000 meter run, 
and the discuss. Doug Sauers won 
the 800 ahead of Gaeten Girard and 
Kevin McNamara with a time of 
1:59.6 and Tim Brennan's time of 
15:25 in the 5000 placed him ahead 
of Doug Hogrefe and Scott Wargo. 
TERRY WISEMAN WON the 
discuss competition with a throw of 
133*11" while Jeff Milligan and 
George Klebacha finshel second 
and third respectively. Milligan 
had a strong individual perfor- 
mance yesterday in three different 
events as he won the hammer 
throw with a toss of 122*1" and 
finished second in the shotput. 
The Falcons also enjoyed a first 
and second finish in the steeple- 
chase event as Tom Franek's win- 
ning time of 9:41.5 was ahead of tri- 
captain Dave Agosta's 9:52.2. Kirk 
Short added a second place finish 
in the 1500 meter run with a time of 
4:05.8. 
As far as this weekend is con- 
cerned, coach Wright believes that 
team leaders such as Hampton and 
Harper should do well in the na- 
tional caliber individual compet- 
iton. 
"The Dogwood Relays is a na- 
tional level competition with track 
powers such as Alabama, Auburn, 
Perm State, Indiana, Georgia, Ohio 
State and Tennessee competing," 
Wright said. "Its definitly a build- 
ing block for progressing through 
the season." 
Leaders Shape the Future. . . 
congratulations to the new officers: 
WORTHY MASTER MARK DABKOWSKI 
WORTHY CHAPLIN JIM MENGER 
WORTHY KEEPER OF THE 
EXCHEQUER TIMH0LBEN 
WORTHY KEEPER OF THE 
ANNALS KEVIN GAFFNEY 
WORTHY SCRIBE T0DD McCALL 
RUSH CHAIRMAN MARK WILLIS 
ALUMNI RELATIONS TIM BOWERS 
PLEDGE EDUCATOR. MATT FEVERSTON 
ATQ Shapes Leaders! 
>TO ATO ATO ATQ ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO ATO 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
WE STILL HAVE APARTMENTS FOR 
NEXT YEAR, BUT THEY'RE GOING FAST 
228 8. COLLEGE 
• 1 bdrm 
• Furn or Unfurn 
• Private entraces 
245 h. PROSPECT 
• 1 bdrm/furn apt 
• Very Quiet 
• Grad students 
701 FOURTH 
•2 bdrm 
• 1 bath & private vanity 
• laundry room in building 
520 E. REED 
525 E. MERRY 
507 E. MERRY 
• 2 bdrm/furn 4 
• laundry room 
311 1/2 8. MAIM 
• 2 bdrm/private 
• 4 yrs old 
• above business/very Ig. 
328 1/2 336 1/2 8. MAIN 
• large apt/furn 
• Low heat bills 
352-5620 
602 SECOND 
• Private home w/ 5 apts 
• 1 efficiency 
• 31 bdrm 
• 1-2 bdrm 
517 E. REED 
• 1 & 2 bdrm apts 
• furn & unfurn 
• only 5 yrs old 
640 EIGHTH 
• 2 bdrm/furn 
• building only 3 yrs old 
Laundry room in building 
824 SIXTH 
• 2 bdrm/furn 
• nicely panelled 
• Free heat, water & sewer 
Laundry rm in building 
315 S. MAIN 
• 3 bdrm/furn 
• hardwood floors 
• very large 
320 ELM 
• 2 bdrm/furnished 
• free heat/close to campus 
•New living rm. furniture 
328 S.  MAIN 
322 1/2 E. MERRY 
• 1 bdrm 
• Furnished 
• close to campus 
605 SECOND       * 
• 1 bdrm/unfurn 
• 1 available furn 
• Very close to campus 
710 1/2 ELM 
• 1 bdrm/furn 
• nice yard 
• sliding glass door to yard 
649 SIXTH 
• 2 bdrm/1 1/2 baths 
• New washers & dryers 
• New dining rm & living rm. 
furn 
• free heat, water & sewer 
315 1/2 8. MAIN 
• 2 bdrm furn apt 
• over warehouse 
• in building by itself 
223 1/2 N. PROSPECT 
• 3 bdrm upper duplex 
• unfurnished 
352-1 165 
We are winning. 
1 
UPS 
PUROLATOR 
F Package 
148 S. Main 
352-6820 
Across from Macy's 
O 
u 
p 
o 
s 
I 
We Now Have — 
WHOLEWHEAT 
DOUGHtt 
Introductory Special With Coupon-j 
■■■%■■■■       WhoU Wheat Dough 
CD EC       Plu. On.Oth.rlt.m 
■*l"l»        On Any Sli«Plug 
Style Extra On* Coupon P*r Plizo 
FREE DELIVERY 
Main 352-5166 
EXP. 4/15/84"" 
CLEVELAND BOUND 
WEEKEND SHUTTLE DEPARTS 
Fr% - MMDMMU tat 3:30 
Kraftthar-Darrow 3:45 
DMHNHN • BrNkpMR &H Ttm* 
SftHM MHh stafi it Exit 8 I*. M. 
R»Wm>'2lwM-wtyM2 
Wl krinj frwMs kek t. B6 fcr 
KM WMRMN). - SNeM Rtti 
UU FOR KSBMVOHS tS4-ttit 
BOWLING GREEN STA7E UNIV 
********** *********************,£ 
SPECIAL OFFER! 
911E. Merry 
Hill Manor basement 
inns oily 
'mm i Metric 
sign lane baton 
itril 11. 1984 
tor went otter 
Breenbrlar inc. 
352-0717 
•   '•MV^BBBBJ 
bg rwwi/aprilU 1984 9 
BG ruggers extend hex against Bucks 
by Roger Manorelta 
sports reporter  
The Bowling Green rugby team 
took four games from Ohio State and 
continued their dominance over the 
Big Ten rival. The 21-10,11-0,12-6, and 
6-f victories put the Falcons win 
streak against the Buckeyes at 30 
games. 
The Falcon ruggers take an 11-2-1 
record into this weekend's Mid Amer- 
ican Conference tournament at Ball 
State in Muncie, IN. BG will try to 
become the first team to win the 
tournament three consecutive years. 
LAST YEAR BG captured the title 
by defeating Kent State 184. The 
Falcons have also entered two teams 
in the junior division tournament. BG 
also took the junior title last year as 
the two Falcon squads made it to the 
divisional final. 
As usual, John Stefano proved to be 
the key man for the Falcons in the 
OSU series, but his heroics had to 
come after OSU forced BG to 
comeback. Two errors put the Fal- 
cons in a hole fairly early in the first 
half of the first game. 
Buckeye Bob Kramer fell on an 
unattended ball for a try and Tom 
Peterson picked off a Glen Schwab 
pass and waltzed in untouched for 
another. 
DESPITE THE SCORES, it wasn't 
an all-Buckeye first half. The Falcon 
forwards were pressuring their coun- 
terparts all over the field. The pres- 
sure resulted in BG's Don Lonsert 
pushover that made it 4-4. Scott Huff 
made it 104 with a zig sag move 
through the Buckeye defense. 
The second half whistle gave the 
Falcons the wind advantage, and 
kicking specialists Dave Meyer and 
Mike skilly went to work. 
Meyer and Skelly frequently caught 
a lone Buckeye waiting to make the 
catch while the Falcons marked him 
closely, and  Peterson's first half 
score was the last time Ohio State 
crossed the mid-field line. 
It was then Stefano's turn to shine. 
His penalty kick made it 11-10. Two 
more kicks and try in the corner by 
Stefano put BG on top, 21-10 to put the 
game out of reach. 
IN THE SECOND, center Fred 
ParshaU led BG's attack in the second 
match with a penalty kick and a try. 
Tony Grant added the final tallies, 
with a try to wrap it up, 11-0. 
The third match started slowly for 
the Falcons, and they found them- 
selves on the short end of the score 
after one half, 6-0. Falcon scrum half 
Kevin Beehler's try and a conversion 
kick on a blind side break tied up the 
score at 6 a piece. 
With time running out, Tony Brown 
stole a Buckeye  throw-in and fed 
Dave Schug, who barreled in from 
three yards out. Beehler's conversion 
finished the scoring with the Falcons 
winning, 12-6. 
THE FOURTH MATCH went down 
to the wire, with BG's Andy Gulla 
saving the day with a last-second 
shoestring tackle. It preserved the 6-4 
victory for the Falcons. 
"Our win little win streak is really 
starting to eat them. Our guys really 
had to dig in deep on defense in the 
fourth game to keep the streak in- 
tact," BG captain Dave Meyer said. 
Falcon boseballers are swept at Kent State, 2-0, 12-1 
Bowling Green's baseball team lost 
both games in a doubleheader 
against Kent State yesterday by 
scores of 20, and 12-1. 
KSU's Rick Moyer held BG to 
just one hit over six innings with 
BG's Doug Specs hitting a double 
for the only BG hit. The only other 
BG base runners (two of them) 
reached base by means of a walk. 
No Falcon baserunner got past 
second. 
An eight run explosion by the 
Golden Flashes in third inning i 
the second game out of the Fal- 
con's reach. KSU forced BG to use 
four pitchers in the second contest, 
including starter John Maroli, and 
relievers Jim Cox, Rich Wiltrout 
and Chuck Steward. 
Bowling Greens Jeff Weemolf 
weekend. OSU's Carl Price is in 
Buckeyes on the weekend. 
photo/Poger MozzereHo 
tries to avoid the tackle of Ohio State's  Don Price during  rugby action this 
close pursuit as Falcon Brad Mossman watches on. BO took four matches from the 
J D 
iveryday $1.75 Special 
BOWL OF HOMEMADE SOUP 
TOSSED SALAD 
HOT HOMEMADE BREAD 
r^ i KV» E 
GET A PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS 
TO HELP YOU WITH CLOTHES AND MAKEUP 
COLOR WORKSHOP 
APRIL 17 
FACULTY LOUNGE, UNION 
7:30 - 9:30 t?.m. 
ilfrnt* it f* <j* «• ■ 040 »ffiw 
MOM <o^- 
NEW ITEM.. . 
FRESH 
MUSHROOMS! 
Introductory Special 
\   FREE fresh 
&$H MUSHROOMS 
ATTENTION: 
Buff Apartments 
Now renting for 1984-85 
2 bdrm. furnished Aprs. 
Heat,$ewageJrVater & Coble paid for by owner 
Laundry Facilities end Air Conditioning 
540.00 per semester per person 
with 4 people hku,Wk-nh,itM. M 352-7182 
The Department of Criminal Justice is looking for 
a student administrative assistant for summer 1984 and 
the 1984-85 academic school year. 
It is preferred that applicants be criminal justice 
majors and be eligible for work study. 
All interested persons should contact the Student 
Employment Office. 
Don't miss out on such a prestigious position! 
i 
316 E. WooiUr 
«—»«»» ex «»»«x.»* 
on any Pizza 
No Coupon Necessary 
oMff •**— 4/20/84 
352-1504 
MID AM MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
School year or full year lease 
"Furnrihe*1 »r anfurnithed 
'On-jfte laundry facilrtiej 
'SUM. 
'Gas liett, gas water & stove 
iiMnt pays electric 
HMH0 TM.MW.FH.SII. I1-SO0 
SUME 
B^^^^JOB OBJECTIVE: QUAIITY RESUME 
COPYWG 
WZr              SPECIAL SKILLS: COPYING 0NT0A 
WIDE VARIETY OF 
RESUME PAPERS 
EQUIPMENT: STATE OF THE ART 
ELECTRONIC 
COPIERS 
EXPERIENCE: EXPERIENCE 
KMO'SFOR 
YOUR COMPLETE 
RESUME 
1  325 E. Wooeier St.     (Across from Taco Be«>        M4-M77 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN A 
PIEDMENT APARTMENT 
SUMMER 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
• 880 sq. ft per apartment 
• 2 bedrooms - 1 1/2 baths 
• central Gas  ad  heating,  with 
individual apartment controls 
• completely furnished 
• ubMas paid, except for 
electricity 
• L-ahaped living-dining area with 
balcony 
SIGN LEASE 
W/PIEDMONT APT. 
RECEIVE 
FREE membership 
to health Spa 
NEW TANNING 
CENTER 
$175/month 
835 High St. 352-9378 
• wall to wal carpeting 
• sound conditioned interior 
• cable TV 
• kitchen comes equipped with a 
Gas range, stainless steel link 
refrigerator, food waste disposal 
• extra targe closets 
• Insulated window glass 
• aiding glass doors to balcony 
• twin beds In each bedroom 
SUMMER 
• buM-n vanity m hafway 
• tnen closet 
• fast recovery Gas water heating 
• carpeted hais and raids 
entrances 
• 9m equipped laundry area 
available In each apartment 
buMng 
• paBO area, with Gas gris avail 
rtto    for each bunding 
• hydro spa whirlpool 
• Indoor heated pool 
• metros sauna 
• sun lamps 
• complete exercise 
facilities & equipment 
The Sales Club 
announces their 
AWARDS BANQUET 
Wednesday April 11th 
8:30 
The ELKS CLUB 
Cost is *3.00 at the door 
LAYER CUT 
• CUT 
• CONDITIONERS 
• Does not mdude 
REG. 
$10 
$ 5 Good for Wed, Thurs. Frl 4/11      4/12      4/13 (CLOSED MONDAYS) 
. LEAH. SUZIC 
View snooping Center 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
Where Quality Cornea First" 
Open 10am-6pm Ph. 352-2566 
The Golden Hearts of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon wish to Congradulate their 
new officers... 
President Joni James 
Vice President Lisa Haener 
Corresponding Secretary Donna Kolecki 
Record Secretary. Lori Flury 
Treasurer. Sherry Jackson 
Pledge Educations Missy Sullivan 
Liz Rockwell 
Committee Chair. Pam Detrick 
Spirit .Wendy Barnhart 
Rush Ciinny Glendening 
Scrapbook Cathie Taylor 
Alumni Gretchen Gnagey 
Big/Little Christine Reed 
Thanks to all the old officers for a job well done!! 
lObgrvews/aptlMl 1984 
Aprl11. 1084 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
(lok) 
new tad rtturnlng 
Key NNonl HMiar Society 
toemberel There Ml be • meeting 
Thursday, Ap.ll 12. IM4 M 430 
»■•». In in Hay**. Election ol onto- 
era tor the IH4-IH! tata lake 
ptoaa. He yen Him. 
Word ProcMMng - Typing 
nmoMM - Fast 
Cll 362-8480 
NEED TYPtNG? 
6th Yaar Service 
3520809 
PERSONALS 
GO ALL THE WAV" 
Win tnp to Toronto or ceeh equivalent 
ol $275 Buy rant ticketa from Phi 
Kappa Peji r» pong 10 be jroet" 
HAPPY HOURS « SAM B'S 
5-7 pmS lOpmrmdnite 
BtaNQ A FRIEND" 
BACCHUS mean waakly on 
Wadnaadaya al 8 00 p m In 51S Ufa 
Scttnce BUg Herat your chanca 10 
gal WvoNad' Evaryona arateoma. 
WI MTStTOU 
TKa la Souaah SU part TV tenet 
pa« Iva damonab-anona and on-coun 
pracace with BGSU Squash Club 
Every Thursday through May 3. 8 
9:30 pm. Studant Racraalion Can- 
ALPHA PUS-You re at great, end 
you rjlvaao much rjl yourselves to our 
house Kaap up tha greet work and 
oat raady for some 'flaNn' and tun 
Friday night You daaarva II 
Low Aetna 
HAPPY HOURS 
THURS APR  12 AT UPTOWN 
WEAR YOUR GOLD ANO BLUE 
|iND SUPPORT THE DELTA U 
BIKE RACE. IT WILL BE A 
MOST ENJOYABLE EVENING 
Rac Club Soltbal Toumamant: Forma 
•vanabkt al 200 Epplar South Touma- 
mant wS ba hafd Apr! 14 on intramu- 
ral lieHa Deader* tor roatara Apr! 
11. 5pm Lai's sea whose got the 
best team on campua  
ftabtn and Tha, 
I'M late aa usual but I still warn to 
congratulate you on your en- 
gagement See , a Me, 4.1 MS II not 
Love. Llse 
WOMEN M BUSINESS meeting 
Wedneedey. Aprl 11. al 7:30. BA 
101 Or Tucker speaking on Aster 
bvenees 
Pre Rag Need* You' The 1984 Sum 
mar Prt-Regietrahon Staff *) now 
accepang array thorn from thott 
mierttttd «i votunetring their time K 
■aa great opportunity to meet the new 
students and to develop your inter- 
personelskea Each vokjntaer «4ba 
entitled to one meal for each day 
worked The) year Pre-Reg'njna from- 
July 9 - August 3 Tha appicahons 
ire saaaWn In 405 Studant Serv 
cee, any guetbona ctl 372 2843 
Nreraery Sola 
Store wide SaWnga 
Alhtetle Shoes and Sportswear 
FALCON HOUSE 
140 E   Woosltr 
LOST ANO FOUND 
LOST—2 necktacea In 201 Hayea a 
gold, box chain nacklaca and sever 
with twuestone and pearls Contact 
Brenda Schey. Bon 4900. $20 re- 
LOST - Sliver Men's Longinea watch 
w/cctegonel face, g,,., aantimental 
value Reward - no queetiont asked 
354-1837 
LOST GOLD BRACELET WITH EN 
GRAVING ON BOTH SIDES SENTI- 
MENTAL VALUE PLEASE CALL 2- 
485g LAUWE REWARD" 
RIDES 
Ride wanted to Cleveland on Friday. 
Aprl 13 after 12:30 East or Weal 
ekte WI help with gat expenses 
Ctl 354-2233 or 372-2601 and aak 
lor Steve 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Ntxt-To-New Shop 
Clolhing I Houeewaret priced low 
Open Tuee 10-4 $ Fit 1-7 
SI Aloyaoa) School. 2nd Hoot 
TUTORING 
BeeK Math - Algebra - Celcukje 
Reading — Grammar — Composition 
Cal 874-3349 alter 6 p.m. 
OAKHURST LEARNING CENTER 
JUNIORS SENIORS. GRAD STU- 
DENTS! Enjoy ma convenience ol 
your own credit cards at leading 
department stores, ox companies. 
and banks No coat to apply If you 
are a Junior, Senior, or Graduate 
Student you're eag*le Cal ton-tree 
800-523-4804 College Credit Card 
Corporation     "The   Moat    Trusted 
Name on Campus '  
TYPING 
Dona 10 order   Pick-up a datvary 
eentceavat Cat 367-7801.  
MENDING t CLOTHING REPAIRS 
Bnog new Me 10 crippled dottles Cal 
352 7801 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FOR 
USG CABINET POSITIONS FOR 
1*8441. PICK UP AT 405 STUDENT 
SERVICES. APPLICATIONS DUE BY 
APf.!***.  
BACCHUS maeia weekly on 
Wednesdays al 8 00 p m bl515Uta 
Science BUg. Hara'a your chance to 
get involved' Everyone welcome 
Michael Stanley Band. Sun Aprl 16 
al 6:00 Studant Union Auditor urn. 
UnN   ol Toledo   Admission $9 00 
students xi advance. $10 at the door 
6 general pubac. Tickets are aval, at 
Toledo STudant Union candy counter 
ano the Comrech candy counter 
M Heckey Shirts Cape. Vleora 
Hattey seeks AvaHebte 
 Lake Erie Sparta  
•08U HOSTS AND HOSTESSES 
- Apply Now - 
405 Student ServKea 
BtXE RACE BtXE RACE BIKE RACE 
APRIL 14 AT 11:00 AM 
BtXE RACE BtXE RACE BIKE RACE 
Brothers of Sigma Pl» Epaaon Its the 
HEART mat sets you apart' Thanks 
for supporting our program Good 
kick Ma Saturday In B*e Rao*!' We 
know you can tying it back. 
 Love. The Ooldenheerts 
CHAPTER It 
We* people came from al around with 
bathtubs, beds and funny me cans. 
but none pteeaed the Kxig "I want an 
event that the whole kingdom can 
enjoy,   ha aarj 
top* cor*. 
Corvjrahjlahons to Lauren Gottaeb on 
being accepted into Phi Beta Kappa! 
Love. The Setters of KO  
Congratulations Cathy Robertson tor 
being USG Rap al Large — You'l do a 
greet rob - Good luck1 Love. Your 
Dee Gee Sislera  
Dam DONG... 
ANOFRtPP 
ENGRAVABLES 
PersonakreO grits catalog. 
sand $1 00 10 Engrave A-Skjn-Ltd 
123   S    Mam   St.   Fhdtey.   OHO 
45840 
We W dtducl SI 00 from flrsl order 
Gek levi What Oerwn Jeen Jackets 
reg $39 95 now $29 95 Jaana and 
TNnga. 631 Ridge Open tonrte II 
8:00 p m 
I am to proud ol Betsy Colter and 
Debbie Burke because they are being 
showered with |ob offers' As Bay 
Squter says: 'Everybody wants you1' 
TA-WFFtC! XOXOXO  
H you Ma bear and music, corn* to 
Mw PI Kept) Bear Bleat. Sal April 
14*> Ni the HE. Commons from 8:00 
pm-i i/0 am Musical Oueata are 
THE X-CITER2 Proceeds go to 
PUSH (Play Units lor the eeverly 
iwatfcapadL  
JEFF FUCK 
ONLY 2 more days ■ another big 
right I KNOW everything wH ba rusl 
right Everyone m loga's. it should be 
a blast, somehow I know the fun w* 
teal Friday tha 13th. your kicky 
night, don'l be afraid. I won't bite' 
The DON 
JEN B - Thst • an ottos! pubac 
apology lor my behavior last week 
Tha atao doubles aa congratulations 
lor your UAO Spolkghl Oveclorship 
(Musi have been my pep talks) Does 
tha mean our deles wH continue k) 
be postponed al next year loo? How 
do Friday's untl May fit your "AREA"? 
BRAD  
Kappa Data Fantasy Island Crush 
Parly. Friday the 13th  
LT Irene- 
You're the beetesl kr xi the whole 
world' Thanks tor making our date 
party great Good kick in the Beta. 
hon' Phi Alpha love and ours— Gary. 
Buddy, and Chnt 
P S  Thanks for breakfast That was 
good. too. 
Luarm S Ross — Congrats 
on your 7 year anniversary" 
(Monday) Love. Oeooi 
MARK ESSH3 
Congratulations on your Sig Ep pan- 
ning to Martha Waatewski at Ohio 
State  You two High School Sweet 
hearts make a perfect couple-Glad 
you were able to keep it up'  
Matt Chuck - Are you SM looking lor 
It in Princess Dt?  
Michael Stanley Band. Sun Aprl 16 
al 8:00 Student Umon Auditorium. 
Unrv of Toledo Admission $9 00. 
students In advance. $10 at the door 
A general pubac Tickets are ivaaable 
at Toledo Studant Union candy coon 
lar a the Comtech candy counter 
Oule and K D -Help overload' 
Thanks for reesvng it Thurs night 
Long Islands and you two: what a 
cambtieton Love aah 
PS   Get excited lor Michigan and 
Myrtle Beach  
PHI PSI PRIDE" 
PHI PSI PRIDE'! 
 PH) PSI PH06I1  
Pi Kappa Pta Bear Blast 
Sat Ac" 14th 8 00pm-1 00 am In 
N.E. Common* Musical guests are 
the X-Crten Proceeds go 10 
PUSH (Ftey units for the aaverty 
herxkeaped) 
RUSH THETA CHI 
TUES-THURS 
710 SEVENTH STREET 
The Sates Club Awards Banquet at 
Wad    Aprl  11   from 8 30—11 00 
p.m. at the Etta Cajb Cost a> S3 00 
al tha door Every member * encour- 
aged 10 attend 
To aH Sunshine Runners, 
Thanks for your contributions of 
Urn* and energy 10 the Sunshine 
Children's Home Wa appreciate 
your anthualaam and hop* you 
enjoyed the recel 0*1 psycherd lor 
tha next race on September 291 
Tha Slaters of CN Omega  
To my Buddie, Rocky, and Hot (alas 
"Cool Breeze") We started logelher 
and ended together' From Rookies lo 
Proa — shoulder stands to extensions 
- WortrJ't Fair to Cal Bowl — wa did II 
al I! Thanks lor malung the past two 
years exciting, unpreoictable. and 
simply GREAT! 
PS. "Welch the Camera" Love. The 
Chtscothe Poop  
To my CM Omega Mater*, 
Thanks so much tor aH your hard 
work and support during Sunshine. 
Your cooperation helped to make 
this tha beat rac* atari Ltls do II 
again next fall! 
CM O Lota. 
Cherts  
To our two FUN pledge educators. 
Thankt tor the great rtlrtat Your 
AO  Spring Pledgee Annie, Suzy, 
Oorthy, end Rapunzal  
TORONTO RAFFLE TICKETS ON 
SALE IN UNIVERSITY HALL APRIL 
11 ANO 12. 18 ANO 19  WIN 
TRIP FOR 2 — BUY NOW DRAWING 
APRIL 28.  1984   SPONSORED BY 
PHI KAPPA PSI  
WFAL 680 AM Kid HOWARDS 
Thursday April 9th 
10 pm. - I am. 
WHEY BABY - 
Sorry I misled your splits' Just think- 
xig about it makes my nose run' 
DZ Love a Mine. Joanne 
WH.EY BLEVINS;- 
Congratuieliona on becoming a BG 
cheerleader! Now you owe ua rjtn- 
«! 
Lota, Nancy t Sue 
IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS 
FOR $44 THROUGH THE U S GOV- 
ERNMENT? GET THE FACTS TO- 
DAY' CALL (312) 742-1142 EXT 
1794.  
EUROPE' from $439 Roundtnp mr 
(DetronVFranklurl). $370 2 mo EU- 
RAILPASS. Hostels Rainbow Tour* 
800253 401*  
Abortion. Pr*gn*ncy Teats 
Student Rates 
Center lor Choice 
Downtown Toledo (419) 255-7769 
PLAN NOW for a 1985 Spring inter- 
nship in Washington, DC Intemahipa 
available lor luniors and seniors m al 
majors Application deodtne* are 
May 15 lor rxattone In the State 
Dapt. AID. or the Oept ol Detente: 
Sept 15 tor the US Attorneys 
Once. Oept of Justice or Nail Inal 
of Justice. October t lor a* omen 
For deists, contact Nancy MOer. Ctr 
for Educ. Options. 231 Adrntn. BUg . 
372-0202 
NOW ACCEPTING APPUCATIONS FOR: 
UNIVERSITY 
HOSTS AND HOSTESSES 
BECOME ONE OF THE 
FEW SELECT MEMBERS 
OF THIS PRESTIGIOUS 
ORG4ANIZATION. 
MEMBERS WILL 
REPRESENT 
THE UNIVERSITY AT A 
VARIETY   OF   SPECIAL 
EVENTS. 
STUDENTS SELECTED ON 
THE BASIS OF 
LEADERSHIP, 
ENTHUSIASM AND 
FRIENDLINESS. 
APPUCATIONS AVAILABLE 
THRU APRIL 16 IN 
405 STUDENT SERVICES 
PREPARE FOR fSM% 
MCATLSATGMAT 0 
SAT-ACT.DAT.GRE.CPA 
i Permanent Centers open 
days, evenings and 
weekends. 
i Low hourly cost. Dedicated 
lull-time staff. 
»Complete TEST-N-TAPE* 
facilities lor review of 
class lessons and supple- 
mentary materials. 
> Classes taught by skilled 
instructors. 
• Opportunity to make up 
missed lessons. 
• Voluminous home-study 
materials constantly 
updated by researchers 
expert in their field. 
• Opportunity to transfer to 
and continue study at any 
of our over 105 centers. 
OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE 
GRE PSYCH & 810 • MAT • PCA1 • UCA1 • VAI • TOIH 
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NOB • RN BOS 
SSAI • PSAT-SAT ACHIEVEMENTS 
SPEED REAOING 
Call Days, Eves S Weekends 
*Steunj2eu-H.       S3M701 
MPUlN     "tKT 
■eucatioau ciana TOLEDO, OHIO 
TEST PfaEPARATION 
SPECIALISTS SMCE 1038 
far MerMlealaaet utter Cattari 
uuteuianaeS-MllrH 
Party Room For Rant 
4-0'a Club 
7 th and High 
352-9378 after S: 352-7324 
■OSU MOM 4 DAO SWEATSHMTS 
AM iACKI Or.* lor Mother a 
Fathers Day gifts or xjtl lo show 
them that you car*. Order by caBng 
352-8870  
Bong x. Sonng with Btaoons 
Tha rktacionmari 352-6061 
House to there 
M  Graduate Studant. (urn. laundry 
Avatabtt   May    1    and    Sept    1. 
$175 00'mo   kid.  utJ    Cal  Carol 
352 5436 after 3:30.  
ALL YOU CAN EAT SALAD BAR 
ONLY $2.50 LK-1450 E WOOS- 
TER 352-0564.  
To oar AO I 
Thankt lor bringing u a Into the 
family. Hat* a great week. Late 
your AOO Spring Fltdgtt  
WANTED 
F rmte needed tor summer to share 
Parkview Moot* Home   $150 mo . 
own com Cal Joy 372-5038 
N*ed1-2f)*or*»aubleaeearjt lor 
summer    1/2 bk from campus   For 
more Wto-372-3738  
Need Three luuirawal** lor house 
Furnished $130 par month Inckidea 
■I but phone Cal Joe al 372-3238 
Responsibia parson to tubteoaa 
turn , 1 bdrm apt for summer. $200 
a   uoMkaa    354-3106   everang   a 
1 m rmte needed lor Itl 84. 
$l20'mo a ekac. gas heat Cal Mrkt 
or Gary 354-2043  
Need fa tuWaaee apt or house. 1 
tamatatr on*/. FtM '84. Mary St4- 
1712.  
F rmte wanted lor aummer seaaion 
and/or 64-65 schootyear Share 2 
bdrm apt. w/tra* heel a water Your 
own bedroom In a quiet atmoephere 
$127 50/mo Cat Deb 362-7836 
•to Rot ate needed for Sum- 
mar ntteonabto rant, pay etoclric 
ony Cal 352-7265.  
Wanted Up to 3 people to subtet 
house for summer 1 btk. from cam- 
pus at 149 Manila $80/mo Cal 
Tom   al  352-7260    If   not  there. 
WANTED 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES 
FOR 84 85 SCHOOL YEAR UNI- 
VERSITY Va-LAOE CALL JLL AT 
352-7032 
td In subtet ae houat ipeeeaa 
tar waawiar. Close to campus, 204 
S Summit 3 bedrooma, 1 Vi balha. 
porch, new carpeting. Stop by or 
call, 1»»374.  
Waited People to aubktaee house 
for summer. Lest than 1 block from 
campua. 352-4141. 
One or two rmts wanted lor summer 
and next yr F. prfd Ftl across from 
campua E Wooeter Ph 352-2731. 
rated 1 ternato to ahare 2 bedroom 
apt. tor Summer, rant narjoaabta Ctl 
Deb 352-0944. 
NEED 2 F ROOMMATES OR 4 TO 
SUBLEASE APARTMENT. START- 
NO FAIL "84" LEE OR LYNN 352- 
0944. . 
WHAT-S TW PrKMLCat need a 
sporty turrathed 1-par*on apt lor 
SMwaaar I have the right on* tor 
you"' Ctoae to campua. 403 2nd a 
High SI Cal 0. C. $e2-01$0. 
1 F. non-amokar lor 64-85. 
t84CVaamaator 649 6th St. Cat 
Boobit 2-6361 or Barb 2-6462 
WANTED: Oecuparrlt tor 1 oadroom 
kauaa tfna aummer. Great toeatton. 
tow rent Call S72-4772. 
HEL I^^,_ 
ATTENTION C XIEQE STUDENTS 
National Compsny need* 15 atudents 
tor ful time Summer Employment 
Earn $2,500-4.000 - cash schol 
araNpa • can work in hometown 
guamtoed income, paja many bane 
Ms. needa transportation Apply al 
parson. Friday Aprl 13th at on* ol 
the tooswtng times 12.46 I 30 
2.15-3:00 
Canal Room   Student Union 
Domino'a Plna  It hiring drivers 
CHielmcetkxia: 
Mutt ba al total l« yra. old. 
Muat havt own car. 
Mutt have car Insurance. 
Muat   be  able   lo  work   weekend 
nights Coma In tor an Interview 
anytime ifter 4 pm. this weak and 
aak tor Don.  
Seektig energetic nduatrtout Indhtd- 
uej lor part bme employment wiin t 
quick copy operation. Prior experi- 
tnct In t ratal environmenl benefi- 
cial Slop m al Kmko'a copies 325 E 
Wooeter for sppkcatlone 
.   WANTED: POOL MANAGER 
Grind Rapida. OlaO. WSI rtquttd 
Send appacalions lo 
Grand RtpxJe Area Swimming Pool 
Box 231 
Grand Rapida, Oho 43522  
CAMP COUNSELORS 
Outstandng Sam and Trim Down 
Camp*. Tenrva, Dance. Samnastlcs. 
WSI. Athletics Nulntxxi'Dleletics 20 
paja. Separata gala' and coys 
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT 
on Cotege Campuses at Mass. 
Parti.. No. Caroana. Calf Sand re 
turna: Michek) Friedman, Direclor. 
947 Hewlett Dr.. No Woodmere. 
NY. 11581. 516-374-0785 
"NEW ENGLAND BOYS CAMP "- 
(Mass.) Counselor Positions for Pro- 
gram Specaatsts Baskerbel. Cydng. 
Tarmai. Canoeing. Frshrvg. Kayaking. 
Satng. Watersktng. Wxidsurling. Ar- 
chery. Art* a Crafts, Computers. 
Orams*»usic Electronics. Ham Ra- 
dio. Overnight Camping, Video Tap- 
ing. Good Saaarkta. Inquire Camp 
Mari Kee Use. 190 Linden Ave- 
nue. Otorn Ridge. NJ 07028 Phone - 
(201)429-8522.  
Century Label a Tag Co has open 
ings aval sting custom packaging 
to rataatrt. Commission plus bene- 
fits S1B-25K last year earnings 
Qaj Mr Qeorge Henry 352-7529. 
City of Bowing Green Rec Dapt 
accaptxig aoptcatlone tor aummer 
youth leaders Arts/Crafts, drama. 
athletic a specatl events Contact 
Peraomel Office. 304 N. Church. 
362-3541 ApptcMtona accepted 
through Aprl 20*1 
Pan time general tabor (odd pbal thru 
tummar frx txad factory 352 1535 
HOutfJOT NEIDED 
WW6CBOY NEEDED 
CALL latCHELE AT 2-4711 
LOOKim FOR A OUtfER OPPOR- 
TUNITY  M  tWOADCAST  (ALES? 
WFAL HA8 A PROGRAM FOR YOU. 
FOR INTERVIEWS CALL 372-2185. 
Need Male Studentt to la houat for 
tummer onryi Own bedroom neer 
campus Phone 352-7365  
Need Female Students lo f» apis a 
routes tor school year 1964 85 
Phone 362-7365 
CARTY RENTALS 
316 E. Marry SI Top Halt ol house. 
4 bedroomt for 5 ttudenls $160 per 
person. 720 a tamtakar inctudea a* 
FOR SALE 
Ftndar Bronco guitar 1965 Baack 
w.rwdahel case $150 00. Can Bat al 
352-6222 Good condition 
Loose weight now ask me how Cal 
aflat 3 p.m.. 666-6676  
Engeah darts a aooaatonat 
Purcel's Bfct Shop 
131 W Wooeter 81. 362-6264 
1972 Ford Gran Torino. 351CL 
Vary ratable or. good condition 
Best often Cal Use 352-2849 
Pioneer attreo receiver. Technics 
tape deck and epaakara. Muat eeH. 
Ca» 352-2737 alter 10 pm. 
A rrtma toft, alurdy. fireproof — 
Price negotiable Large QE Dorm 
Fridge — Twice the sue of rentals, 
$80 Cal 372-1893 
830 N Summn-Apt #C. 2 bedroom 
•pt lor 4 atudents $125 par per 
son, 562 00 a semester pka electric- 
at electnc apt I 2 aametterlndlvidual 
H 
Houses-Rooma-Apls   Summer Rent- 
ato-Speclal  Rales.   352 7365-Carty 
We tta have a variety ol rentala lor 
aummtr a Itl Cal Taut Realty 352- 
6566 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
|fE    STILL    HAVE    APARTMENT 
FOR THIS SUktMER 1 NEXT 
FALU. VaJwETY THAT 
WIU PLEASE EVERYONE. 
CALL 352-5*20 OR 352-1115 
FOR RENT 
Now Renting Fal 1984 
One a Two semester leaaei 
Fuffy   lurn     Erlicienciea.   complete 
wlcokx TV. Cable, al utaaes pat] 
QuW Atmosphere   $265 (1  par I. 
$175** (2 perl   354-3162 12-4 
weekdays. 352-1520 anytime 
4 bdrm. 303 S. Prospect 
Call John Newtoto Real Eatalt 
 354-22*0.  
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
A SMALL NUMBER OF APTt. STaLL 
AVAIL FOR FALL t ailaaaaW. 
'* $21 E   MERRY. NEAR OFFEN- 
HAUER TOWERS,  2  bdrm/4 PER- 
SONS 
"715-711 SRO ST. 1 BDRM 
•■ROCK LEDGE     MANOR-SOUTH 
COLLEGE 6 8HI ST-2 BORMS 
"831 7th ST. 2 BDRM. 
"FORREST  APTS -SOUTH COL- 
LEGE A NAPOLEON—2 BORM. 
"31* E. Wooeter. 
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE 35*2210 
521 Ettt Many 2-Bdrm./4 person. 
Net, Ontnheuer Towtra, SSOOIper- 
aonjaemeatef. Tenant pays only 
tights Building In excellent condi- 
tion.  John   Newtove   Raai  Ealalt, 
154-22*0.  
SmroVBoggt RanM-- 
Houaet * Aptt   tor   84 85 achool 
year   352-9457  between  12-4 or 
352-8917 attar 6  
Leasing now tor summer a fal, 2 
bdrm untum. apt* 834 Scott Hamil- 
ton Close lo campus Cal Betty 
Baker 352-9110. 
3 bdrm. House lor rant, across form 
inV  Aiaatbla summer a 1984-85 
$450 mo Cal 352-7534. 9-5 
Fum 2 bdrm acts a houses 
Summer rates evaiabat 
362-7454 betore 6 00 pm 
16 2 bdrm. apta. a houaaa. 9 mo . 
12 mo . a summer latin. 362-7464 
(between 1 00-4 OOpm) 
THURSTW MANOR APARTMENTS 
Ak rxindatoned. tuty carpeted, cable 
vkkon. etfeiencies. kaundry tacamaa 
Now leasing for aummer a lal 
451 Thurttln Ave 352-5435 
Victontn Home. 2 bdrm apt. Avat- 
able immedatlely No chitoren plteae 
Cal 352-5406  
SLIMMER/FALL RENTALS 
Conveniently    located,    fully    lur 
mthed, AC. apis now renting tor 
Summer   1M4   and   School   Yaw 
itaaes. can 3S2-4*e*.  
FALL a SUMMER RENTALS 
2 BORMS-Vi BIK TO CAMPUS 
352-4671 day or 362-1600 eve 
DUPLEX TROOP a WOOSTER 
2 BDRM APTS 352-4360 
SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE 
Lg 3 bdrm Hat Aval for 84/85 yr 
Ful carpel. New decor.. 0*l*ml 
Star. 2 car gar . 9 mo. lease. 1 B 
from Campua al Clough a ManM*Ja. 
$620/mo 3624175 after 6 
Avtaabte Fal '84. I a 2 bedroom 
deluxe fum apta   Ctoae to campua. 
352-3445  
VEL-MANOR APT FOR SUMMER 
Across from Kohl Hal. across from 
Rodgara Quad Clean, air condi- 
tioned, quiet atmosphere Accomo- 
denona tor 2 or 4 people One two 
bedroom km" tor lal Cal 352-2856 
2 bedroom newly tumathad apta 
Now ranting for '84-65 FREE sale 
■to TV Cal 362-2663 
Room ai ailaalln tor tomato Ova sum 
mar. complete use ol the house. 
evening meal provided 611 Waal 
Wooeter St  Aak for Mrs Church al 
352 2496 S75/month  
Lower duplex: tummer a fel. upper 
duplex, summer a 111 352-0839 
1 bdrm. apt dose to campus 84-85 
achool yaw. 1 267-3341  
Surtnor rank**. 1 bdrm. apta. and 6 
bdrm house Ctoae to ctrnpua. 1- 
267-3341 
I 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Neighbor ol 
Burma 
5 In way 
(ailing) 
9 Equitable 
13 Can do 
14 Oats thai* 
16 Against 
17 Festive Oo 
18 Lull 
19 Type of muffin 
20 "Tha Studant 
Prince" 
composer 
23 Epic 
24 Tribulations 
25 High regard 
28 Creative fields 
30 Optimally 
33 Desolate 
35 Supportive 
37 Region oINW 
Spain 
38 Cancel 
40 Recalcitrant one 
41 Undisciplined 
42 Door to or* 
43 "...tetch e 
 water" 
45 Send skyward 
47 Luslrous gems 
49 Minor league 
team lor 
recruits 
51 Reverberate 
again 
54 Good-bye, in 
Heidelberg 
58 Estrada ol 
"CHIPS" 
59 up (cases) 
60 "Now  
me down..." 
62 Foot follower 
63 Arab. e.g. 
64 Queen ol scat 
65 Acclaim lor 
Escamillo 
66 Mik) expletive 
67 Word with 
dance or art 
DOWN 
1 Run late 
2 Discomfit 
3 Stan's pal 
4 Verdant color 
5 Exculpated 
6 Carom 
7 In the thick 
8 Whltetall 
9 See 61 Down 
10 Upsetting 
11 Be featured 
12 Bell sound 
15 Squirrel away 
21 Swamp feature 
22 Ghostly sound 
26 Bring toy 
27 Manywke. 
29 Unaided 
30 100% 
31 Wild duck 
32 Theater feature 
34 Stifles 
36 Diet orency 
39 Hurry along 
40 Pucklshness 
42 Italian bell town 
44 Helm situation 
46 Gunpowder Plot 
name 
48 Stop 
50 Network 
52 Word ol greeting 
53 sides 
54 Flight prefix 
55 River of Russia 
56 Name in 
fashion 
57 Poet Pound 
61 Jaw away 
ANSWER 10 MEVtOUS PU2ZLE: 
HMIIII Ml HIM I I III. I 
Ml"! III OIIUUH IMHM 
liUV.il.ii. III  ll1l.lt I   11  I1111 
ii' IIIIII i    nil inn mi i 
III Hill       iilliaiJ. 
Mill llll".    HMII    III*.!.!   I 
IiiII ii i i nilIIIIii i ti.iii 
i ninn  u.iULiti  MI mil 
Ml. III I II III! IIII.I III II in 
HUM I Hill* lllliailll 
IHIMIl MMIIH 
Ml 11,1141 II 11.111 lllllllli.lll 
I1LIMII IJU..|L]IJI.I1'JLII«J 
Mil .11 III llll III IIUIM 
UULIII   liUlllltl   tiLiLlll 
^uttoi^ 
iV.Wilellife" 
SWEET CHEEKS 
TONIGHT 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL llth 
Lucky for you, it's 18 & over too! 
874-2253 
Just N. of B.G. Route 25N 
